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a = speed of sound
A = cross-sectional area
AA = annulus advance
AR = area ratio
b = 2-D diffuser depth
B = measurement of blocked to total cross-sectional area
BL = hood length
C = discharge coefficient
Cp = pressure recovery coefficient
CPi = ideal pressure recovery coefficient
Cpl = pressure recovery coefficient - first definition
Cp2 = pressure recovery coefficient - second definition
Cpl,LOCAL = local pressure recovery coefficient - first definition
D = hood width
e = internal energy per unit mass
E = ratio of effective to total cross-sectional area
OF = degrees Farenheit
foCMAN) = function of Mach number in the annulus, n = 1,2,3
Fa = thermal expansion factor
fer) = Simpson's rule function
Vlll
h = enthalpy
H = hood height
HL = hood loss
HL/LL = hood loss coefficient
(H +C)L = hood and condenser neck loss
(H +C)LlLL = hood and condenser neck loss coefficient
L = length of 2-dimensional diffuser wall
~ = last blade height
(L-O) = last rotating blade
LL = leaving loss
LP = low pressure
M = Mach number
N = length of diffuser centerline measured from the throat to the exit
P = static pressure
q = dynamic pressure
r = radius
R = radius of curvature
R = gas constant, radius of axisymmetric diffuser
OR = degrees Rankine
RH = last blade root radius, annular diffuser hub radius·
RT = annular diffuser radius
s = entropy
IX
S = specific humidity
T = temperature (absolute)
v = velocity
U = maximum velocity
W = width, mass flow rate
~,AN)/ AANPT,AN = non -dimensional mass flow rate
x = horizontal component of distance
y = vertical component of distance
Y = compressibility expansion factor
GREEK SYMBOLS
Q' = kinetic energy flux velocity profile parameter
{3 = curved diffuser turning angle
'Y = gas constant (= 1.4 for air)
~ = change
2ol ·/W1 = inlet boundary-layer thickness (2-D diffuser)
TJ = diffuser effectiveness
o= divergence angle of one wall of a 2-D diffuser
20elf = angle measuring the divergence of a curved diffuser
p = fluid density
x
pFLAN = average fluid density between the annulus and the flange of the exhaust hood
Pd = density of dry air
v = specific volume
4> = relative humidity
cPi = inner divergence angle (annular diffuser)
cPo = outer divergence angle (annular diffuser)
SUBSCRIPTS
1 = condition at diffuser or exhaust hood inlet
2 = condition at diffuser or exhaust hood outlet
AN = static condition in the annulus
ATM = atmospheric condition
B = blocked portion of area
CF = centerline flange
DB = dry bulb
E = effective
FL,EFF = effective flange open area
g = vapor conditio~
i = condition at a point (except for Cpi), or inner
o = outer
T = total condition
Xl
T,AN = total condition in the annulus
Tl = total condition at inlet
T2 = total condition at outlet
V = venturi
VI = venturi inlet
xu
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1 ABSTRACT
The losses in a low pressure steam turbine exhaust end are a measure of the
fluid frictional losses within the exhaust hood. These losses represent energy which is
not available to the turbine and result in a decrease of power produced by the unit. The
objectives for this experimental model study were to determine the losses of the present
Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry low pressure steam turbine exhaust hoods tested with
and without the condenser necks attached, and to internally modify these hoods in an
attempt to reduce the losses. The objectives were carried out using air model testing
at Lehigh University. It was found that the size of the exhaust hood, the fixed guide
vane design, the shape of the bearing cone, and the slanted back wall were all factors
which affected the hood losses.
A procedure for calculating the hood losses using pressure and mass flow rate
measurements on model exhaust hoods is discussed, and results are presented for both
the Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry hood models. A diffuser review, with an




A low pressure (LP) steam turbine exhaust hood consists of an annulus through
which flow enters from the last stage, a flow guide, abearing cone, turbine outer shell,
internal support struts, and a condenser-connecting flange to the condenser. Figure 1
shows a typical LP steam turbine exhaust hood.
GUIDE YA!\E " EXHAUST HOOD
~~~-=STRUT
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Figure 1: Diagram of a low pressure steam turbine exhaust hood
The purpose of an exhaust hood is to receive low pressure exhaust steam from a turbine
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and direct it into a condenser. This seemingly simple may task account for a
considerable portion of the fluid dynamic losses of a steam turbine. Seglem and Brown
[22] reported that this loss can be as high as 10 percent of all the fluid dynamic losses
associated with a turbine. In a relatively short distance, the steam traveling axially from
the last rotating turbine blade at a high Mach number flows through a diffuser to
recover some kinetic energy, and then makes a 90 degree tum into the condenser. In
the exhaust hood the steam flows over supporting struts and beams which act as
obstacles to the flow.
The losses in an exhaust hood are fluid frictional losses which cause an increase
in the static pressure at the exit of the last rotating blade. They depend on the exhaust
hood geometry, the Mach number, the Reynolds number, and the kinetic energy of the
steam exiting the last rotating blade. Modification of exhaust hood geometry to lower
these kinetic energy losses represents a potential area of improvement in steam turbine
performance.
Figure 2 shows an enthalpy-entropy (h-s) diagram displaying the thermodynamic
states of the working fluid when it leaves the last rotating blade of a turbine. This h-s
diagram is for an expanding exhaust hood, one in which the average annulus static
pressure, PAN' is greater than the average flange static pressure, PFL • The hood loss
(HL), or hood/condenser neck loss ((H +C)L) , is defined as the isentropic enthalpy
difference between PAN and PFL • This hood loss can be nondimensionalized using the
leaving loss , LL, which is the average kinetic energy of the flow leaving the last stage
blade. This dimensionless parameter is called the hood loss or hood/condenser neck
3
loss coefficient and is denoted as HULL or (H+C)L/LL, respectively. A reduction
in the value of this loss coefficient results in a power gain for the turbine.
There were two objectives for this experimental model study. The first was to
determine the losses of the present Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry exhaust hoods
with and without condenser necks attached, and the second was to internally modify
these hoods in an attempt to reduce the losses and thus produce a power gain. This
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Figure 2: h-s diagram for an expanding exhaust hood (PAN> ppJ
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3 CURVED DIFFUSERS
In industrial practice, it is often desirable to decelerate a fluid moving through
a system to recover the kinetic energy of the flow and thus increase the static pressure.
The main objective of diffuser design is optimum performance. Several factors must
be considered when optimizing a diffuser. These factors include geometrical
parameters, flow regime, and inlet conditions.
The performance of diffusers is commonly judged by the following
characteristics:
I) Pressure recovery coefficient, Cp
2) Ideal pressure recovery coefficient, CPi
C .=1- 1
Pi (AR)2





Most of the information about diffusers has been collected through experimental
work. Recently, researchers have been concentrating their effort on trying to
analytically predict the performance of a diffuser but the results have had only limited
success when inlet distortion velocity profIle, swirl, and turbulence effects are taken
into account. Reports by a few authors have shown that the effects of changes in the
Reynolds number on conical and straight two-dimensional diffusers has almost no effect
on both the flow regime and performance as long as the Reynolds number of the flow
is above about 103• Researchers have concluded that the flow regime is primarily
dependent on diffuser geometry, but the performance also depends on other factors
such as inlet turbulence, boundary layer thickness, swirl, and Mach number.
3.1 GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
3.1.1 TWO-DIMENSIONAL STRAIGHT-WALLED DIFFUSERS
Two-dimensional straight-walled diffuser geometry is discussed first since
extensive studies have been performed on them and curved diffusers use the results as
a comparison. A two-dimensional, symmetric, straight-walled diffuser can be described
by the geometric parameters shown in figure 3. These are the area ratio (AR=W2/W}),
the total divergence angle (20), the ratio of diffuser wall length to entry width (L/W}),
and the aspect ratio (b/W}).
6
/Figure 3: Geometric parameters of a two-dimensional straight-walled diffuser
3.1.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL CURVED DIFFUSERS
Because of geometrical constraints, it is often necessary to use curved diffusers.
Definition of curved diffuser geometric parameters is not as straight-forward as it is for
two-dimensional straight-walled diffusers
One of the first detailed studies was by Fox and Kline in 1962 [3]. They
considered two-dimensional curved diffusers which have a circular arc centerline as
shown in figure 4.
In the experiments performed, the length of the diffuser centerline measured
from the throat to the exit, N, was kept constant for a range of N/W1 values. The
radius of curvature of the circular arc centerline was determined as a function of the




This geometry was used since it was desired to have a plane-walled two-dimensional
diffuser as the limiting geometry (as (3 ~ 0) so that a direct comparison could be made.
Figure 4: Two-dimensional curved diffuser geometry of reference [3]
Another study of curved two-dimensional diffusers was made in 1967 by Sagi
and Johnson [12]. As shown in figure 5, five dimensionless parameters were required
to describe these curved diffusers. They are: (x2-xJIW1, (Y2-YJIW1, AR=WiW1,




Figure 5: Two-dimensional curved diffuser geometry of reference [12]
3.1.3 ANNULAR DIFFUSERS
Very little information is available on annular curved diffusers, so only the
straight-walled type will be considered. According to Sovran and Klomp [5], four
parameters are required to specify the geometry of straight-walled annular diffusers.
These are the outer and inner wall angles, cPo and cPi' the inlet radius ratio, RH/RT , and
,
the non-dimensional length, LIAR (L= (Li+Lo)I2). As shown in figure 6, the










Figure 6: Annular straight-walled diffuser geometry
3.2 FWW REGIMES
A diffuser flow regime has an important effect on the optimum operating
conditions. Subsonic diffuser flow regimes have been classified according to the type
of stall present [1,4]. Flow regime charts for two-dimensional straight-walled diffusers
have been created using experimental results obtained by continuously increasing the
diffuser divergence angle from zero degrees while holding the inlet flow conditions, the
wall length, and throat width constant. Four major flow regimes were determined using
flow visualization techniques. These are (refer to figures 7 and 8):
10
1) No appreciable stall regime (figure 7a) - This flow region is located below line a-a
in figure 8. The diffuser geometry is characterized by small divergence angles and area
ratios. The pressure and velocity profiles are symmetrical about the center plane and
are relatively constant.
2) Large transitory stall regime (figure 7b) - Located in a region between line a-a and
b-b in figure 8, this flow is erratic and is subject to large fluctuations. Also, large





Small areas of stall
Appear and are swept downstream
/ I
(~
Figure 7: Four categories of flow regime: (a) no appreciable stall, (b) large
transitory stall, (c) fully developed stall, (d) jet flow
3) Fully developed stall regime (figure 7c)- This steady two-dimensional stall region
lies above line b-b in figure 8 and exists up to line c-c. The flow is separated near the
11
"diffuser throat and follows one wall. Stall blocks a large fraction of available flow and
thereby decreases the diffuser performance.
4) Jetflow regime (fig 7d) - This flow regime is located above line c-c and may exist
down to line d-d shown in figure 8. The flow separates from both diverging walls near
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional straight-walled diffuser flow regime chart; 2()-N/W1 pane
The above discussion of flow regimes in two-dimensional straight-walled
diffusers forms the basis for a study of flow regimes in curved diffusers. Curved
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diffusers have been subjected to less systematic study than straight-walled diffusers.
Important studies are reviewed below.
In 1962 Fox and Kline [3] performed an experimental study of curved diffusers
using the circular arc centerline geometry shown in figure 4. The range of parameter
N/W1 covered was 3 ~ N/W1 ~ 24 and (3, the turning angle, was varied between 0
and 90 degrees with ten degree increments. The investigation was performed to locate
two lines of stall, the line of first appreciable stall (a-a) and the line indicating fully
developed stall (b-b). These lines were compared to the location of those of the two
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Figure 9: Two-dimensional curved diffuser flow regimes based on [3] (a) location of
first appreciable stall line, a-a
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Figure 9: (b) location of transition to fully-developed stall, b-b
These plots were created by introducing the divergence angle of the diffuser, 2(jeff"
using the relation
(6)
For straight two-dimensional diffusers, (j = (jeff since (3 =0.
Figure 9(a) shows the location of first appreciable stall (line a-a). On this figure,
lines of constant angle {3 are drawn. The case where {3 =0 degrees is taken from the
two-dimensional straight- walled diffuser performance plot. It is shown that for curved
diffusers, the turning angle has no significant effect on line a-a for {3=30 degrees or
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less. For turning angles of 50 ~ {3 ~ 90 degrees, all lines of ftrst appreciable stall
show a peak. To the right of this peak (higher values of N/W1), the curves are
approximately parallel but lie below line a-a for the two-dimensional plane-wall case.
Figure 9(b) indicates the location of the fully developed stall line (b-b). The stall
occurs at decreasing divergence angle 20eff as the turning angle {3 increases.
Studies by both Fox and Kline [3] and Sagi and Johnson [12] indicate the
existence of a secondary flow above a certain angle within the curved diffusers
presented in ftgures 4 and 5 (above 30 degrees for the curved diffuser shown in ftgure
4 and above 40 degrees for the diffuser of figure 5). This secondary flow is in the form
of a long helical coil and is believed to contribute to a drop in performance and ftrst
stall limits of large turning angle curved diffusers [12]. These secondary motions also
exist for curved ducts as indicated in reference [20] which is concerned with a flow
which turns by 90 degrees in a curved duct with square cross-sections. Secondary
motions observed were described as "rotational fluid phenomena" which were directly
affected by inlet boundary layer thickness, turbulence intensity, and whether the flow
is laminar or turbulent.
No flow regime charts exist for annular diffusers. Sovran and Klomp [5]
indicated that the same general type of behavior that exists for straight-walled two-
dimensional diffusers is to be expected for straight-walled annular diffusers.
3.3 INLET CONDITIONS
The inlet conditions of a diffuser can signiftcantly affect its operation.
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Turbulence, swirl, and boundary layer thickness can influence the flow regime,
performance, and even the outlet velocity profile of the diffuser.
Sovran and Klomp [5] discussed a kinetic energy flux velocity profile
parameter, a. If the static pressure is considered constant across a cross-section of an
incompressible flow system, then the stagnation (or total) pressure can be expressed as
p;.=P+cxq (7)
where q = dynamic pressure = 1/2py 2 (the bar above the symbols refer to average
values,Y refers to the mass flow averaged velocity of a cross-section). The parameter
a represents the ratio of the actual kinetic energy flux at a given cross-section to the
minimum kinetic energy flux at the particular flow rate, that is, for uniform flow
speed. Any velocity non-uniformity will make a greater than one, and it increases as
the velocity nonuniformity increases. Using the expression
(8)
the diffuser effectiveness, 7'/, can be represented as
(9)
This equation shows that if a increases through the diffuser due to velocity profile
distortion (a2/a! > 1 ) and/or if losses exist «Pn-PTI)/ q ) > 0), the resulting
effectiveness, 7'/, will have a value of less than one. Any increase in a through a
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diffuser represents a reduction in the amount of diffusion.
3.3.1 THE EFFECT OF TURBULENCE
Several authors have discussed how an increase in turbulence at the entrance to
a diffuser increases the performance. Hoffman and Gonzalez [6] tested two-dimensional
straight-walled diffusers at angles of 20 = 9 and 20 degrees. Turbulence was created
at the diffuser inlet by rods placed in front of the entrance. Improvements in the
pressure recovery were found. It was noted that, with turbulence, the separation of flow
from diffuser walls was delayed and the centerplane velocity profiles were very
symmetrical. On the other hand, without turbulence, separation was found on the walls
of the diffuser and the velocity profiles were distorted.
Studies performed on conical and annular diffusers have also reported an
increase in performance with increasing turbulence at the diffuser entrance. Stevens and
Williams [21] researched annular diffusers and reported that increased turbulent mixing
lowered the outlet blockage, and kinetic energy coefficient, (X2' which resulted in an
increase in pressure recovery. Also, a marked improvement in the stability of the
outlet flow was discovered with a turbulent inlet flow. The authors indicated that the
presence of turbulence at the diffuser inlet resulted in up to 20 % gam m pressure
recovery with only small increases in total pressure loss.
Some curved channel and diffuser studies have shown that curvature has a large
effect on turbulent mixing. In a curved section, turbulent mixing increases on the
outer wall and helps to energize the outer wall boundary layer. However, the inner wall
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experiences less turbulent mixing and therefore has a thicker boundary layer. It is
reasonable to assume that any increase in turbulence intensity at the entrance of a
curved diffuser wi11lead to an increase in performance as it does for two-dimensional
straight-walled, conical, and annular diffusers.
Studies of curved ducts have also indicated that turbulence has a positive effect
on pressure recovery. Taylor, Whitelaw, and Yianneskis [20] observed that more
pronounced secondary flows were produced in laminar flows as opposed to turbulent
flows. These secondary flows have a negative effect on pressure recovery.
3.3.2 THE EFFECT OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS
The maximum velocities at the diffuser inlet and outlet can be related by the
concept of effective and blocked area [5]. The effective area, AE, is the area which
could pass the particular volume flow rate of the system if the velocity were uniform
and equal to the maximum velocity in the cross-section. The blocked area, AB, is the










Through some manipulation, Sovran and Klomp [5] arrived at an expression for E as
E=U/V, where V is the mass flow averaged velocity of a cross-section and U is the
maximum velocity of the cross-section. The effectiveness could then be expressed as:
(12)
Often the term «PreP·d/qI is small compared to the term representing the
proflle distortion (the first part on the right side of equation 9), so Sovran and Klomp
concluded that the problem of many diffusers is insufficient diffusion rather than
inefficient diffusion. Therefore, blockage due to the boundary layer thickness is mainly
responsible for lowering the performance of a diffuser.
Many investigators have found that inlet boundary layer proflle has only a slight
effect on flow regime but a large effect on recovery and losses. The effect of boundary
layer thickness on pressure recovery and losses has been reported for two-dimensional
straight and curved wall diffusers and annular diffusers in references [1], [12], and
[21].
A series'of performance charts for two-dimensional straight-walled diffusers
were created by Reneau, Johnson, and Kline [1] which showed the effect of an
increasing boundary layer thickness on both pressure recovery and effectiveness. A
wide range of geometries were investigated; 1.5 < N/W1 < 25, and 5 < 28 < 30
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degrees. These geometries were used to create performance charts with four
nondimensional inlet boundary layer thicknesses, 201*/W1• These charts show that the
recovery at a given geometry decreases when the inlet boundary layer is increased from
thin to thick. Effectiveness charts are also included in reference [1] for the same set of
inlet boundary layer thicknesses. The maximum value of effectiveness appears to
decrease with an increase in the inlet boundary layer thickness.
The effect of curvature influences diffuser performance due to an undesirable
inner wall boundary layer growth. This inner wall boundary layer is increased often by
secondary flows off the end walls of the diffuser [12]. Reference [20] indicated that for
curved ducts, the thickness of the boundary layer at the inlet to the duct has a direct
effect on these secondary flows. A thinner entry boundary layer thickness will result
in less pronounced secondary flows.
3.3.3 THE EFFECT OF SWIRL
In general, a swirling flow always exists at the exit of turbomachines. When
diffusers are used in this location, the effect of swirl should be considered since it may
have an effect on performance.
The effect of swirl on the performance of annular straight-walled diffusers was
studied by Kumar and Kumar [17]. The conclusion reached was that a swirl generally
increases the overall pressure recovery. This pressure recovery is more significant for




McDonald, Fox, and Van Dewoestine [18] also indicated an increase in
performance (measured as an increase in pressure recovery) of conical diffusers with
a swirl at the diffuser entrance. However, they found that swirls at angles higher than
optimum resulted in poorer performance. The work of reference [17] mentioned in the
previous paragraph also observed the existence of an optimum swirl angle.
Very little literature is available on the effect of swirl in curved diffusers.
Thayer [19] investigated the effect of swirl on curved-wall annular diffuser
performance. The effect of swirl angle on pressure recovery at different Mach numbers
with and without struts positioned in the diffuser was studied. The data obtained
without struts indicated that a slight increase in the pressure recovery occurred for swirl
angles between 0 and 20 degrees. However, the pressure recovery decreased for swirl
angles between 20 and 30 degrees.
3.4 THE EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER
The effect of subsonic Mach number on performance of diffusers depends on
the flow regime. For lower Mach numbers there is very little effect on performance
and flow regime as long as there is no stall within the diffuser. Kline, Abbott, and Fox
[15] have found that a flow through a two-dimensional straight-walled diffuser
corresponding to the region below line a-a in figure 9 shows little change in
performance with Mach number up to about 0.5. However, as the flow speed increases
close to a Mach number of unity there is a sudden decrease in performance.
Nineteen conical diffuser geometries were tested by Van Dewoestine and Fox
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[16]. In all cases tested the flow tended toward separation with increasing Mach
number. The conclusions were correlated with flow regime in the following way:
o Below the line of first appreciable stall th~ flow showed a slight increase
in performance as the Mach number is increased until choking is
reached
o Close to the line of first appreciable stall line, performance IS
approximately constant until choking is reached
o Above the line of first appreciable stall the performance decreases with
increasing Mach number
Thayer (ref. [19]) has found that the pressure recovery in curved wall annular
diffusers without struts remained constant in the range of Mach numbers from 0.25
to 0.45. After six struts were installed in the diffuser, the pressure recovery generally
decreased. The author indicated that decreased pressure recovery with struts in the
diffuser was due partially to a small increase in blockage and partially due to an
increase in the size of strut wakes with increasing Mach number.
3.5 PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE
There is a relationship between the flow regime and the performance of a two-
dimensional straight-walled diffuser. It has been reported by Reneau, Johnson, and
Kline [1] and others that the peak pressure recovery occurs when the diffuser is lightly
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stalled. The location of peak performance is just above the line of first stall (a-a) shown
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Figure 10: General relationship between flow regime and performance for two-
dimensional straight-walled diffusers
Performance charts for two-dimensional straight-walled diffusers were produced
by Reneau, Johnson, and Kline [1]. A typical performance chart with a low inlet
boundary layer thickness is shown in figure 11. This chart indicates that the greatest
pressure recovery occurs in two-dimensional straight-walled diffusers which are long
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Figure 11: Performance chart for two-dimensional straight-walled diffusers
according to reference [1]
It is not as easy to describe the performance of curved diffusers as it is for
straight-walled diffusers. One of the major problems in predicting curv~ diffuser
performance is that most of the published reports have used different curved diffuser
designs. Information on curved diffusers can be found in references [12] and [24].
Reference [24] by Parsons and Hill, which is more recent than reference [12] by Sagi
and Johnson, discusses a design method for curved diffusers which incorporates the
prediction of the existing boundary layer within the diffuser.
In 1967 Sovran and Klomp [5] reported an investigation of annular straight-
walled diffusers. Over 100 diffuser geometries were tested. An annular diffuser
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performance chart based on their fmdings was created and is shown in figure 12. The
authors also located two optimum diffuser performance lines, Cp* and Cp**, which are
shown in the figure. Line Cp* represents the locus of points which define the diffuser
area ratio producing maximum pressure recovery in a prescribed non-dimensional
diffuser length. Line Cp** is the locus of points which define the diffuser non-
dimensional length producing maximum pressure recovery at a prescribed area ratio.
Sovran and Klomp have shown also that the area ratio and non-dimensional length are
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Figure12: Performance chart for annular straight-walled diffusers according to
reference [5]
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4 DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR EXHAUST HOOD WSS
4.1 EXHAUST HOOD LOSS EQUATIONS
Figure 2 shows an enthalpy-entropy (h-s) diagram displaying the thermodynamic
states of the working fluid as it leaves the last rotating blade of a turbine. This diagram
is for an expanding exhaust hood, one in which the annulus average static pressure,
PAN' is higher than the average flange static pressure, PPL' Indicated on this diagram
are the defining components of the hood loss coefficient: the hood loss, HL (or the
hood and condenser neck loss, (H +C)L), and the leaving loss, LL. Using these
definitions and isentropic gas dynamic relations for an ideal compressible fluid (air),
an analysis of exhaust hood performance can be made. This analysis allows the hood
and hood and condenser neck loss coefficients to be determined from experimental
measurements of annulus and flange static pressures, annulus total pressure and
temperature, and annulus mass flow rate in a model exhaust hood. This methodology
has been developed by Prof. I.A. Owczarek [7] and will be explained in this section
of the report.
The hood and hood and condenser neck losses are the fluid frictional losses
associated with the exhaust flow leaving the last rotating blade of the turbine. The hood
loss, HL (or hood and condenser neck loss, (H +C)L) is defined as the isentropic
enthalpy drop between the average annulus static pressure after the the last turbine
blade and tne average exit flange.static pressure, see figure 2. This enthalpy difference
can be expressed as
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(13)
Since air is used as the working fluid and the difference between the total and static
temperatures is low, the assumption of an ideal gas with constant specific heats can be
made. Therefore
dh=CpdT (14)
where Cp = constant. Integrating equation (14) and combining with equation (13)
results in the expression
(15)
The hood loss can be nondimensionalized using the leaving loss, LL. The




This loss represents fluid energy which cannot be converted into useful work by a
turbine. As shown in figure 2, the leaving loss corresponds to the difference between











Since, for an isentropic process,














For an ideal gas with constant specific heats,
C = -yRp-
-y-1
Combining equations (24) and (25) results in








Equation (27) shows that one of the two terms which make up the definition of
the non-dimensional hood loss coefficient (eq. 22),
(28)
depends only on the Mach number. The second term in the non-dimensional hood loss
coefficient,
(29)
can be measured directly from air m9del tests, and depends on both the annulus Mach
number and the Reynolds number of the working fluid. The air test Reynolds number
in the exit annulus is so close to that of steam at the (L-O) blade in an actual turbine
exhaust hood that PPL/PT,AN is only considered to be a function of Mach number (at
coefficient, HULL, can be considered a function of Mach number only,
(30)
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The dimensionless hood loss coefficient can be obtained graphically at various
annulus Mach numbers, MAN' by plotting the variation with Mach number the terms
(31)
as shown in appendix A, or by calculations.
An alternative measurement of exhaust hood performance can be made using the
dimensionless pressure coefficient, Cpl
(32)
It represents the non-dimensional difference between the average annulus static pressure
at the last rotating blade and the average flange static pressure.
In tests, twelve static pressures were measured on both the hub and shroud of
the models to determine, by interpolation, the annulus static pressure at each point of
total pressure measurement. This was also done to get an idea of the magnitude of the
last stage blade excitation which occurs as a result of circumferential pressure variation
in the last stage annulus. These pressures are put in the form of a non-dimensional local
pressure coefficient, Cpl'LOCAL:
(33)
The pressure coefficient Cpl of equation (32) has a value which is close to that




also, from the definition of enthalpy
h=e+Pv
Differentiating equation (35) and combining with equation (34) gives







where pFLAN represents t~e average fluid density between the annulus and the flange
of the exhaust hood.
The equation for Cpl (eq. 32) can be transformed so that it can be calculated





the pressure coefficient Cp1 can be expressed as
(40)
The hood loss can also be expressed as the dimensionless pressure coefficient
(41)
For an incompressible flow, Cp1 = Cp2. Upon analyzing the test data, in addition to
the hood loss coefficient, both pressure coefficients, Cp1 and Cp2, were calculated for
each test.
Another variable of interest is the non-dimensional mass flow rate. It can be
expressed as:
w~ 1 1'+1
---'VI\l_TT,AN_ =ftM.m<1+ 'Y - M1t) 2(r1)
AJTAN 2
(42)
This value of the dimensionless mass flow rate for various Mach numbers is listed in
gas tables such as the one shown in appendix C for 'Y = 1.4.
A summary of the equations discussed up to this point is shown in table 1.
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TABLE 1 : Dimensionless Hood Loss, Pressure Coefficient, and Mass Flow
Equations
EQuation
p -pC;2- AN FL
PT,AN-PAN
w~ 1 1'+1























Mass flow-weighted averages were calculated to determine the average values
of (PT,AN) , (PAN), and (PAN/PT,AN) in the exhaust hood model annulus. This process was
introduced in reference [10] and will be described below.
Seven traverses were used to collect 217 total pressure values (31 points for
each traverse spaced .05 inch apart). The static pressure in the annulus was assumed
to vary linearly between the values measured at the hub and shroud.




where: r = annulus radius
W = mass flow rate
(PT,AN)j = total pressure at each traverse point
f(r)jdr = (WIAAN)jdA
The value in the denominator of equation (44) represents the total mass flow rate.
The integration was performed using Simpson's Rule by which an integration
can be performed using the following equation: For n points, the integral between a and
b can be found numerically from the equation
35
(45)
where h=(b-a)/(n). In this work, n (the number of sub-intervals) = 30 and (b-a) = 1.5
inches; therefore, h = .05.
The integral desired for finding total pressure is
(46)
The differential area dA=(27rT/12)dr because the annulus is divided into twelve equal
sections, as shown in figure 13. Since no swirl is introduced into the flow,. the values
of PAN' PT,AN and (PAN/PT,AN) for area segments 8,9,10,11, and 12 correspond to area
segments 4,2,1,6, and 5 respectively.
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Figure 13: Location of total pressure traverses and static pressure taps
2 P -y-l 1
M =[_[( T.ANf-:r -1]]'1
AN ')'-1 PAN
an expression for W/AAN can be formed:
(48)
(49)
Substituting in the values of ')'= 1.4 and R=53.35 lbfft/lbmOR for air into equation (49)
and simplifying results in the equation
(50)
where W/AAN is in units oflbm/ffsec, PT,AN in psia and TT,AN in R. .:The expression for
f(r)j becomes





The average annulus pressure ratio is also found in the same manner
(54)
Table 2 summarizes the equations used to calculate the average values of PAN,PT,AN' and
PAN/PT,AN using Simpson's rule.
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TABLE 2: Equations used to fmd the mass flow-weighted values of PAN'
PT,AN' and PAN/PT,AN











4.3 CALCULATION OF MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH THE VENTURI
METER
The mass flow rate through the venturi meter was calculated using the following
variables [25]:
o C = discharge coefficient
o Fa = thermal expansion factor
o PI = corrected density at meter inlet corrected for specific humidity
(Ibm/if)
o Pd = density of dry air (Ibm/ff)
Cl) ~P = pressure drop across the venturi
e PATM = atmospheric pressure (psia)
Cl) Pg = saturated water vapor pressure (psia)
o Pv = water vapor pressure (psia)
o PVI = venturi meter inlet pressure (psig)
o S = specific humidity
TATM = atmospheric temperature ( OF)
TDB = dry bulb temperature ( OF)
CD TVI = venturi meter inlet temperature (OF)
CD Y = compressibility expansion factor
CD W = Calculated mass flow rate through venturi (Ibm/s)
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o ep = relative humidity
o (3 = venturi throat diameter to pipe diameter ratio (=0.5281)
The mass flow rate through the venturi was calculated from the equation
lb lbW(~)=45.285· C· Y·Pa· p (~) '!lP(psi)
sec I ft3
The variables within this equation are calculated as follows:
(55)
Using average values of ep (relative humidity), TDB , and TATM recorded in the
laboratory for each test, the atmospheric pressure in psia was fIrst calculated. PATM
was found by the expression
PATM(psia)=PATM(in. Hg) x SpecifIc weight ofHg @ TATM(Psia)
Once PATM was found, the specifIc humidity, S, could be calculated using
(56)
In the above equation, Pv is derived from the expression for the relative humidity
where Pg is found from the steam tables at the dry bulb temperature, TDB •
(57)
The average reading of PVI (psig) was then taken from the raw data sheets and
converted to psia by adding it to PATM. The venturi inlet temperature, TVh was also
taken from the raw data sheet and converted to degrees Rankine (OR = OF + 459.67).
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Next, the density at the inlet to the venturi meter was determined from
p -p




Therefore, the expression for the density at the inlet to the venturi meter is
(p -p)





The pressure drop across the venturi, AP, was converted to psia from inches of
water using the chart shown in appendix C:
AP(psia) = APvENT(in. H20) x conversion factorQb/in3H20)
The value of C, the discharge coefficient for the venturi meter is given in
appendix Cas .9989. This value depends on the pipe Reynolds number but is constant
for the Reynolds number range of the exhaust hood loss model tests.
Next, the value of the thermal expansion factor, Fa, was found from
Fa =1+.ססoo 1393(TVI -528)
which is valid for the steel piping surrounding the venturi.
(61)
The compressibility expansion factor, Y, was taken from the graph which can
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be found in reference [25] and is reproduced in appendix C.
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5 PROCEDURE FOR TESTING AND ANALYSIS OF THE TEST DATA
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Before testing, the exhaust hood model was secured in place and the necessary
Tygon~ tubing connections were made. The five total pressure probes for traverses I
through 5 (see figure 13) were positioned at the annulus shroud and the passage hole
in the hub was closed. (The passage hole allowed the 1/8" Kiel probes to pass through
the hub so total pressure could be measured along traverses six and seven.)
For each exhaust hood model test, four data sheets were prepared. Sample test
data sheets are shown in appendix D. Meanwhi~, the compressor was started to allow
its temperature to stabilize. The raw data was collected using the procedure which
follows.
The first step in the experiment was to take the initial reading of the test room
and venturi conditions. These include:
o Barometric pressure of the test room (inches of Hg)
e Barometric temperature of test room (OF)
Q Dry and wet bulb temperatures CF) - Relative Humidity (%)
o Temperature of the air at inlet to venturi (OF)
CD Pressure of the air at inlet to venturi (psig)
o Change in pressure across venturi meter (inches of H20)
o Temperature of air at inlet to the modelCF)
Compressor discharge temperature (OF)
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The above values were recorded on the first raw data sheet and the readings were
repeated several times throughout the test.
The next step was to record the static pressure at the exit flange (or condenser
neck) on data sheet number two. The static pressure taps were connected by Tygon·
tubing to a Scanivalve· signal conditioner having a range of 2.5 psid. A Fluke· 75
series II Analog/Digital multimeter was used to read the static pressure in volts from
the signal conditioner. Twenty-eight static pressure values were recorded for the
\
Hatfield Ferry exit flange and the Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry condenser necks.
These flange static pressure readings were repeated at the end of each test.
The 12 static pressures at the hub and shroud and the four upstream pipe (US)
static pressures were measured and recorded on data sheet #3. The signal conditioner
having a range of 15 psid and the same type of multimeter previously mentioned was
used to read pressure values in volts. The readings of these static pressures were again
taken at the end of each test.
The total pressure was measured along seven traverses (see figure 13). Using
Rotadata· traversing equipment (one main control unit and five actuators), the 1/8" Kiel
probes recorded 31 total pressure values at .05 inch intervals. The probe was moved
initially .025 inches inward radially to bring the probe holes to the shroud wall. Like
the hub and shroud static pressures the signal conditioner having a range of 15 psid was
used with the same multimeter. The main control unit was connected to traverse
number one and the Kiel probe was positioned at the annulus shroud. The total pressure
at 31 points were then measured in volts. This process was continued for traverses
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2,3,4, and 5. After the fifth traverse measurements were read, a passage hole in the
hub was opened to enable the probe for traverse number four to pass through the center
of the annulus and record total pressure values along the path of traverse number six
(see figure 13). This process was repeated for traverse number seven using the probe
used for traverse number three.
A test was finished when all the static and total pressures and instrument
readings were filled in on the data sheet. The compressor speed would then be changed
to produce a different flow Mach number within the annulus and a new test started.
Both the Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry original model hoods were studied
and their hood loss curves were produced. Four sets of tests were performed for each
model; 1) hood alone, with screen, 2) hood alone, without screen, 3) hood with
condenser neck, with screen, and 4) hood with condenser neck, without screen. These
original hood loss curves were used to evaluate the relative performance of the same
hoods with internal modifications.
5.2 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
The following raw data was collected for each hood test:
e 28 static pressures at the exit flange measured in volts
e 12 hub and shroud static pressure readings measured in volts
" 31 total pressure values measured in volts for each of seven traverses
e test room and venturi meter operating conditions
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The computer package Quatro Pro· was used to create a spreadsheet which
would process the desired results. Data could be transported from Quatm Pro· into the
computer package Grapher· so total pressure traverse curves could be obtained without
having to re-enter the many total pressure values.
Before any experimental testing was done, the equipment in the laboratory was
v
calibrated. The multimeter reading voltage from the 2.5 psid signal conditioner was
calibrated first. The gage pressures corresponding to a range of possible voltage values
were recorded. One volt corresponds to approximately 0.5 psig as shown on the
calibration curve #1 shown in appendix C. The 15 psid signal conditioner was
calibrated in the same manner. In this case 1volt corresponded to approximately 3 psig
as shown on the calibration curve #2 (appendix C).These calibration curves were used
to convert all voltage values assigned to the raw data into psig values. This process was
programmed into the spreadsheet.
The raw data was entered onto the spreadsheet as follows:
(1) The average values of the test room and venturi meter conditions (raw data
sheet #1) were entered. From these values, the mass flow rate through the venturi
meter was calculated as explained earlier in this section.
(2) The flange static pressure values (in volts) were typed in. These numbers
were converted to psig using the 2.5 psid calibration curve. A numeric average of the
28 static pressure values was calculated which was added to PATM to arrive at the flange
static pressure in psia.
(3) The 12 hub and 12 shroud static pressures were entered. These pressures
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were converted to psig using the 15 psid calibration curve. From these 24 pressures,
a static pressure was determined for each of the corresponding 217 total pressures
measured (7 traverses, each with 31 points). The static pressure was linearly
interpolated between corresponding hub and shroud pressures. Since the static pressure
taps were located at circumferential locations between the total pressure traverses, an
average between the static pressure traverse values on either side of the total pressure
values was taken. For example, for the total pressure traverse number 1 (denoted as
Tl in figure 13) the 31 static pressures were found by averaging the linearly
interpolated static pressures corresponding to taps 2 & 3).
(4) The 217 total pressure points were entered on the spreadsheet and were
converted to psig using the 15 psia calibration curve.
Once the raw data was entered, the hood (or hood and condenser neck) loss
coefficient, HULL, and the pressure coefficients, Cpl and Cp2, were calculated. Two
methods of evaluation were used. One was based on calculated average total and static
pressure in the annulus and the other was based on the calculated mass flow rate
through the venturi meter.
5.2.1 METHOD 1: RESULTS BASED ON AVERAGE PT,AN AND PAN
A pressure ratio (PAN/PT,AN)i was calculated at each of the 217 traverse points.
At the hub and shroud of the annulus, PT,AN was taken as PAN since the velocity was
assumed to be zero there (so (PAN/PT,AN)i = 1 at these points). This pressure ratio at
each point along with the measured values of total pressure and linearly interpolated
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values of static pressure were used to find the mass flow-weighted averages of total
pressure, static pressure, and pressure ratio using Simpson's rule and equations (44),
(53) and (54), respectively. From these average values, the hood loss or hood and
condenser neck loss, Cp1, Cp2, and the flow Mach number were calculated using
equations (23), (40), (41), and (48), respectively.
Using equation (34) the local pressure coefficient was calculated for both the 12
hub and shroud static pressures. These values were used to determine the values of the
Cp at each tap location and to produce the curves of appendix H.
5.2.2 METHOD 2: RESULTS BASED ON THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH
THE VENTURI
The mass flow rate through the venturi was calculated usmg the method
explained earlier in this section of the report. This mass flow rate value was used,
along with the annulus total temperature, the annulus area, and the total pressure
(calculated as explained in method #1) to find the value of the term
This value is listed in air tables (appendix C) which gives the corresponding annulus
Mach number based on equation (42).
The average annulus pressure ratio was then found usmg equation (48).
Multiplying the average annulus pressure ratio by the average annulus total pressure,
the average annulus static pressure was calculated.
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Having the values of PAN' PT,AN and (PAN/Pr,AN)i, the hood loss or hood and
condenser neck loss coefficient, HL/LL or (H+C)L/LL, and the pressure coefficients,
Cpl, and Cp2, could be determined.
Sample test calculations are presented in Appendix D.
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6 LABORATORY SETUP AND MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
6.1 TEST LOOP
Figure 14 shows a diagram of the air test loop used in the exhaust hood model
testing. This test loop was designed and assembled at Lehigh University. A detailed













Figure 14: Air test loop used in exhaust hood model testing
A Hoffman model 67106A compressor provided up to 10,000 scfm of flow at
12.5 psig. The compressor was driven by a three-phase electric motor which had a
capacity of 800 horsepower at 3600 RPM. Air was taken through an inlet filter,
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traveled through an intake silencer, entered the compressor, then the air left the
compressor through a discharge silencer.
Subsequently, the compressed air entered an aftercooler which decreased its the
temperature to approximately 100 degrees F. The air then traveled through a 36" long
flow straightener and entered an ASME standard Venturi meter. The Venturi had a
diameter ratio of .5281 and was designed to produce a differential pressure of 20 inches
of water at a maximum flow rate of 11,000 scfm, with a coefficient of discharge of
0.995. A water filled U-tube manometer was used to measure the static pressure
difference between the inlet and throat of the meter.
The test loop was carefully designed to produce a uniform flow at the inlet to
the model hood. The flow leaving the venturi meter made a 90 degree turn through
a large radius elbow and entered a diffuser with an area ratio of 1.78 with the pipe
diameter increasing from 1.5 feet to 2 feet. The air was then directed through an
upward 90 degree elbow in which turning vanes created a uniform flow. The change
in pressure across the elbow was calculated to be 0.034 psi at maximum flow rate [11].
Before reaching the model, the air entered a contraction duct with a contraction ratio
of 16 along a length of 19.3 inches.
The exhaust hood model was situated above the contraction duct. The air flowed
from the outlet of the duct and over the bullet nose of the model and into the model
annulus. It was then turned by 90 degrees and flowed out of the model through the
condenser flange.
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6.2 EXHAUST HOOD MODElS
6.2.1 GOVERNING GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
An analysis of the geometry of LP turbine exhaust hoods involves the use of the
following dimensionless parameters which define the geometry and relative exhaust
hood size[23]:
RH _ last blade root radius
LB last blade height (annulus height)
H hood height
LB last blade height
BL _ hood length
LB last blade height
D hood width
LB last blade height
AA _ annulus advance
BL hood length
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Aa; _centerline flange open area
-1- 1
-AAN -(annulus area)2 2
AFL =condenser flange open area
A.AJ( annulus area
AFL,EFF =effective flange open area
A,w annulus area
An experimental study which would investigate the effect of all of the above
parameters would be a long, difficult and expensive task. Fortunately, in large steam
turbines, a few of the parameters change very little from one design to another. For
example, RH/L ranges only from 1.0 to 1.3, AA/BL ranges between 0.3 and 0.5, and
~/La can be found to be 4.0 to 4.6.
The parameter AcF/(l/2 AAN) indicates whether or not the flow from the upper
half of the annulus can diffuse. Using figure 15 , the parameter AcF/(l12 AAN) can be
expressed as:
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If this value is less than 1.0, the flow cannot diffuse.








Blockage of flow by the turbine cylinder, beams, and struts in the annulus of the
exhaust hood causes actual flange flow area AFL to be smaller than the flange open
area, DBL • A more realistic flange area ratio can be expressed using AFL,EFF/(AAN):
AFL,EFF =DBL -2(RH+L~(A+Lv)
AAN 71"(2RH+L~LB
where Lv is the axial length of the guide vane.
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Figure 15: Parameters which define exhaust hood geometry
6.3 GENERIC EXHAUST HOOD MODEL
A series of experiments were carried out at Lehigh University to study the effect
of the exhaust hood size relative to the last rotating blade height on the exhaust hood
performance (see reference [10] ). These experiments were performed on a "generic"
exhaust hood model which was designed to allow testing at 3 different values of the
ratios: hood width/last blade height), D/La, and hood height/last blade height, H/~.
The generic model is shown in figure 16 and its dimensions are listed in table 3. More
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Table 3: Generic model dimensionless lengths
The height, H, and the width, D, were the only variable parameters of the
generic model tests. A total of nine different configurations were tested and were
designated as configuration 1 through 9 as shown in figure 17. Configuration #9 was
the smallest hood in overall size while configuration #1 was the largest.
Curves showing the variation of the hood loss coefficient (HL/LL) with the
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Figure 17: Nine generic model configurations tested
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the results of the generic model tested with and without screen in the annulus. The
screen was used to produce a uniform inlet flow around the annulus. As a result, the
corresponding test points represent more accurately the actual flow in a steam turbine
exhaust hood than the test points obtained without a screen. At annulus Mach numbers
of about 0.7 the flow through the screen becomes choked. Therefore, the test points
for the exhaust hood model without the screen were used as a guide to determine the
. ..
values of the hood loss coeffiCIent beyond an annulus Mach number of about 0.7.
The resulting hood loss coefficient curves for configurations 1 through 9 show
clearly how the hood loss decreases as the hood size increases when all other
parameters are held constant. Figure 18 shows a comparison of the hood loss
coefficients between the largest hood (configuration #1), the smallest hood
(configuration #9), and an intermediate size hood (configuration #6). It can be seen that
it is possible to very significantly affect the loss of an exhaust hood by changing its
size. Figures B.l to B.9 in Appendix B show the exhaust hood loss curves for
configurations 1through 9. These figures present for the generic model the combination
curves of tests run with and without screen (solid curves) and also the test results
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Figure 18: Generic model exhaust hood loss curves for configuration 1,6, and 9
6.4 BEAVER VALLEY AND HATFIELD FERRY MODELS
The Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry exhaust hood models were designed using
information supplied by the Allegheny Power Company and the Duquesne Light
Company. The generic model was designed so that only a few relatively minor changes
in the hood would be needed to produce the Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry models.
Only the guide vane, the bearing cone, the back plate, and the condenser flange needed
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to be changed. The characteristic dimensionless parameters for both models are listed
in table 4.
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Table 4: Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry dimensionless lengths
6.5 EXHAUST HOOD MODIFICATIONS
One of the objectives of this exhaust hood model study was to internally modify
the original Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry hoods in order to lower their overall
losses. The modifications made to the exhaust hood models are discussed below.
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6.5.1 BEAVER VALLEY MODIFICAnONS
6.5.1.1 BV MODIFICATION A:
The main objective of the first modification of the Beaver Valley model was to
allow the flow from the top of the hood to flow out toward the exit separately from the
flow from the bottom of the hood. The purpose of dividing the two flows was to allow
for both flows to exit from the hood without interfering with each other. The flow was
divided using fixed baffle walls as shown in figure 19 (a). Two rounded V-shaped
inserts were also mounted in the upper part of the hood (see figure 19 (b)) to help
guide the flow and eliminate the vortex which was known to exist in the upper part of
the hood. To accomodate these wooden inserts, the fixed guide vane was cut back as
shown in figure 19 (b).
To control the amount of flow behind the fixed baffle walls, two moveable
guide vanes were placed on the back of the bearing cone, as shown in figures 19 (a)
and 19 (c). The guide vanes could be moved to one of two positions, position A (flow
passage area ratio = 1.45) or B (flow passage area ratio = 1.47), from outside of the
hood as shown in figure 19 (c).
6.5.1.2 BV MODIFICATION AI:
This modification was the same as BV Modification A except the V-shaped
wooden block in the upper part of the hood was enlarged as shown in figure 20 (a) and
20 (b). This was done since there appeared to be very little effect of the smaller







Figure 19: Beaver Valley model modification A; (a) view in direction of flow at the
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Figure 19: Beaver Valley model modification A;(b) elevation view
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Figure 19: Beaver Valley model modification A;(c) view 27.5 deg. from the horizontal
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Figure 20: Beaver Valley model modification AI; (b) view in the direction of flow at
entrance to the model
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6.5.1.3 BV MODIFICATION B:
In this modification, six 1/32" partitions were attached to the upper base of the
bearing cone below the flow guide as shown in figures 21 (a) and 21 (b). These
partitions were placed symmetrically at angles of 10, 35, and 37.5 degrees from the
horizontal plane. They were added to help guide the flow in the upper region of the
hood.
6.5.1.4 BV MODIFICATION C:
The changes from BV Modification B to BV Modification C include the addition
of an intermediate guide vane position between A and B (position C) and the removal
of the fixed baffle walls. The new guide vane position was added to test the effect of
an area ratio between that of A and B. Position C had an area ratio of 1.65. BV
Modification C is shown in figures 22 (a) and 22 (b).
6.5.1.5 BV MODIFICAnON D:
A new bearing cone was designed for this modification. The new bearing cone
was much smaller than the original, as shown in figure 23 (a).
This modification also used a new fixed guide vane which produced a longer
diffusing flow passage on top of the hood (see figure 23 (b» and like BV Modification
C, had 3 positions, 0, 2, and 4. Four adjustable guide vanes covered the entire upper
portion of the hood as shown in figure 23 (c). The guide vane in position 4 rested flat
against the new bearing cone (flow passage area ratio = 1.42), while the guide vane
in position 2 was located in a position which represented the original bearing cone
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(flow passage area ratio = 1.39). The guide vane in position 0 was located furthest
from the new bearing cone with a flow passage area ratio of 1.34.
Other changes in BV Modification D included: a new wooden insert in the top
half of the hood which could be removed to study the effect of increased height, the
six partitions were taken out from the hub, and the slanted wooden back plate was
removed from the top of the hood.
BV Modification D was tested with the enlarged height and also was tested with
and without the slanted back plate from the upper half of the hood.
6.5.1.6 BV MODIFICATION E:
The original Beaver Valley bearing cone was used for this modification (no
movable guide vanes). Also the fixed guide vane of BV Modification D was inserted
into the model. The slanted back plate was removed to see if losses would be affected.
6.5.1.7 BV MODIFICATION F:
This modification was the same as BV Modification E except the slanted back
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Figure 22: Beaver Valley model model modification C: (a) elevation view
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Figure 22: Beaver Valley model model modification C: (b) view in direction of flow
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at the entrance to the exhaust hood









Figure 23: Beaver Valley model modification D; (a) view 27.5 degrees from the
horizontal (through centerline of adjustable guide vane)
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NEW FIXED GUIDE VANE
Figure 23: Beaver Valley model modification D; (b) new fixed guide vane
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Figure 23: Beaver Valley model modification D; (c) view in the direction of flow at
the entrance to the model
6.5.2 HATFIELD FERRY MODIFICATIONS
The results of the Beaver Valley exhaust hood study indicated that the design
of the fixed guide vane had ~ significant effect on the hood loss curves. Because of
this, several fixed guide vane designs were investigated with the Hatfield Ferry model
to see if lowering of losses would result. The bearing cone was also cut back initially
to see what changes in the losses would result.
6.5.2.1 HF MODIFICATION A:
The first modification to the Hatfield Ferry model concentrated mainly on
reducing the size of the bearing cone to allow more area for air to flow through. The
major drawback with this modification was that a restriction, placed by the power
utilities, limiting the decrease in size of the bearing cone only to the upper 180 degree
section of the hood. Therefore, HF Modification A consisted of a bearing cone that was
smaller than the original at the top but remained the original size on the bottom half.
This modified bearing cone is shown in figures 24 (a) and 24 (b).
A new fixed guide vane was also created for this modification. The top part of
the vane decreased linearly in length from the upper section of the guide vane to the
centerline of the hood. The bottom part of the vane which was of different shape than
the top part, was constant in length. This new guide vane is shown in figure 24 (c).
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6.5.2.2 HF MODIFICATION B:
Since no improvements in performance were found after testing HF
Modification A, the original bearing cone was replaced in the Hatfield Ferry model.
The new fixed guide vane of HF Modification A was also placed inside the hood. HF
Modification B is shown in figure 25.
6.5.2.3 HF MODIFICATION C:
This modification tested the Hatfield Ferry hood with the original bearing cone
like HF Modification B. The guide vane design was changed to one which
corresponded to the bottom half of the guide vane of HF Modification A. This
modification is shown in figure 26.
6.5.2.4 HF MODIFICATION D:
This modification was the same as HF Modification C except that a different
fixed guide vane was used in the model. The guide vane was a shortened version of
the original guide vane as shown in figure 27.
6.5.2.5 HF MODIFICATION E:
The final modification was the same as HF Modification C except the guide
vane of BY Modification D was placed in the hood.
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Figure 24: Hatfield Ferry model Modification A; (b) view of new bearing cone
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BOTIOM fIxED GUIDE VANE-
Figure 24: Hatfield Ferry model Modification A; (c) new fixed guide vane
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NEW FIXED GUIDE VANE
/
Figure 25: Hatfield Ferry model modification B; elevation view
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Figure 27: Hatfield Ferry model modification D; elevation view
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7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
7.1 EXHAUST HOOD LOSS CURVES
The Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry model exhaust hood test data was used
to calculate the nondimensional hood loss, HULL or (H+C)L/LL, and the
nondimensionalpressure coefficients, Cpl and Cp2. As explained in section 5, two
calculation methods were used to produce these values. The frrst method, Method 1,
bases its calculations on the experimentally measured values of total and static pressure
in the model hood annulus. The second method, Method 2, is based on the mass flow
rate through the venturi meter and the measured values of total pressure. There should
be little difference between the values produced using the two methods. However,
Method 1 was less reliable since it required the interpolation of the hub and shroud
static pressures to determine the static-to-total pressure ratios and the annulus Mach
number. Because of this, it is felt that the hood loss curves produced using the values
calculated using Method 2 represent better the losses in the exhaust hood model.
Curves showing values of HULL (and (H+C)ULL), Cpl, and Cp2 versus
annulus Mach number, MAN, were produced. Also, exhaust hood loss curves were
created which combined the results of the model tested with and without a screen. As
was explained in section 6.3, at lower annulus Mach numbers (about MAN <O.7) the
test points representing the hood with the screen are more reliable than those without
the screen. This is true because the screen creates a uniform flow distribution more
closely approximating the flow from the last stage turbine blading. (The flow
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distribution at the inlet to the hood model was not subject to swirl which usually exists
at the exit of a steam turbine). At higher annulus Mach numbers (MAN >O.7) the test
points representing the hood model tested without a screen can be considered to be
more reliable since the screen caused the flow to choke. Therefore, the resulting
combination curve followed the "with screen" loss curve at lower and medium annulus
Mach numbers and followed, or ran parallel to, the "no screen" loss curve at higher
annulus Mach numbers.
The nondimensional hood loss, HULL, versus annulus Mach number, MAN'
curves exhibit certain similar characteristics:
o The hood loss coefficient generally increases as the Mach number
increased.
The hood loss curves with the screen in the model are lower than the
loss curves without the screen at the same annulus Mach number. (This
was true up to about MAN =O.7 at which the flow across the screen was
choked.)
The nondimensional hood loss, HULL, and the nondimensional pressure
coefficients, Cpl and Cp2, for individual test points were quite close for
both calculation methods (Method 1 and Method 2) except for annulus
Mach numbers above about 0.65.
o The addition of the condenser neck at the model exit resulted in higher
loss curves than with the hood alone.
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7.1.1 BEAVER VALLEY ORGINAL HOOD LOSS CURVES
Twenty-five tests were performed on the original Beaver Valley exhaust hood
model in order to create the curves of the hood loss coefficient variation with the
annulus Mach number. The results are listed in tables E.1 and F.1 in Appendix E and
Appendix F, respectively.
Figure 28 (a) shows the hood loss curves for the case of hood alone (no
condenser neck) with the screen placed in the model. The full points represent the
calculations based on the mass flow rate through the venturi (Method 2) while the
empty points represent the calculations based on the average total and static pressure
in the annulus (Method 1). The plot shows that the curve made using Method 2 rapidly
increases as the annulus Mach number approaches the value of 0.8. The curve
produced Method 1, on the other hand, drops off before MAN = 0.8. This is most
likely due to the choking of the flow in of the screen
Figure 28 (b) shows a pair of curves similar to those in figure 28 (a) for the
tests without a screen.
Figures 28 (a) and 28 (b) show that in the tests with a screen the hood losses
ranged between HULL = 0.043 to 0.077 at annulus Mach numbers, MAN, of 0.454
and 0.7,50, respectively (all values were based on Method 2). The hood losses in tests
without a screen were somewhat higher than those without a screen up until MAN =
0.75. They ranged between HULL = 0.095 to 0.423 at MAN = 0.48 and 0.842,
respectively.
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Figure 28: Beaver Valley original hood loss curve (a) hood alone with screen (b) hood
alone without screen
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Figure 29: Beaver Valley original exhaust hood combination curve
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Figure 30: Beaver Valley original exhaust hood with condenser neck combination curve
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in figures 28 (a) and 28 (b). The results of the tests with a screen and without a screen
appear as broken lines in the figure.
Figure 30 shows exhaust hood loss curves for the Beaver Valley model with the
condenser neck added. As expected, the losses with the condenser neck are greater
than without.
7.1.2 MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD LOSS CURVES
The results for the modified Beaver Valley exhaust hood tests are listed in tables
E.2 to E.5 and tables F.2 to F.5 in Appendix E and Appendix F, respectively. The
corresponding hood loss curves are discussed below.
7.1.2.1 BV MODIFICATION A
As stated earlier, the objective of this modification was to allow the flow from
the top of the hood to flow out toward the exit separately from the flow from the
bottom of the hood, and thus decrease the magnitude of the nondimensional hood loss,
HULL. A moveable guide vane controlled the amount of flow behind fixed baffle
walls. Two positions were tested, position A, which was located away from the bearing
cone, and position B which followed the original bearing cone contour.
A plot comparing the original nondimensional hood loss versus annulus Mach
number (the "with screen" case) to BV Modification A, for both movable guide vane
positions A and B, is shown in figure G.1 in Appendix G. It is apparent from this plot
that, for guide vane positions, the hood losses were much higher than the original
model. The hood losses for guide vane position A were slightly higher than position
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B.
7.1.2.2 BV MODIFICATION Al
The V-shaped wooden block, which was designed for BV Modification A to
,
eliminate the large vortex which existed at the top of the hood, was enlarged in an
effort to again eliminate this vortex. Two tests were performed at guide vane position
A which showed that there was no decrease of the hood losses. Figure G.2 in
-.
Appendix G shows the two test points and their relation to the original Beaver Valley
loss curve.
7.1.2.3 BV MODIFICATION B
This modification added six 1/32 II partitions below the base of the bearing cone
in order to better guide the flow in the upper region of the hood.
Figure G.3 in appendix G shows the results of this modification. It is shown in
the figure that guide vane position A resulted in an even higher losses than position A
for both modification A and modification AI. Position B appeared to have resulted in
a slightly lower nondimensional hood loss than the original curve between annulus
Mach numbers of 0.55 to 0.7, but it was higher at all other points. The shape of the
curve for guide vane position B indicates that there may have been a test error at
7.1.2.4 BV MODIFICATION C
The fixed baffle walls were removed for this modification and an intermediate
adjustable guide vane position (position C) was added. A few test points were
investigated for each of the guide vane positions as shown in figure G.4 in appendix
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G. The nondimensional hood loss was greater in the original exhaust hood model in all
three cases. Guide vane position A corresponded again to the highest losses and
position B to the lowest of the three.
7.1.2.5 BV MODIFICATION D
This modification had a smaller bearing cone than the original Beaver Valley
model hood. It had a new fixed guide vane and four adjustable guide vanes with three
positions: Position 0 was furthest away from the new bearing cone, position 2
corresponded to the shape of the original bearing cone contour, and position 4
corresponded to the new small bearing cone contour (it lay flat against the new bearing
cone). A new wooden insert in the top half of the hood was removable to enable the
investigation of the effect of height on the exhaust hood.
Modification D was first tested with the exhaust hood height enlarged and
without a screen. A comparison of these results to the original Beaver Valley (the "no
screen" case) is shown in figure G.5 in Appendix G. The hood loss curves for all three
positions (0, 2, and 4) were lower than the original. The hood losses were lowest for
guide vane position 4 and highest for guide vane position O. From figure G.5 it can be
concluded that the Beaver Valley exhaust hood with an increased height has lower
exhaust losses with the new bearing cone (guide vane position 4)· than with the original
bearing cone (guide vane position 0).
Modification D was also tested with the original hood height at the three
moveable guide vanes positions. The results are compared to the original hood curve
(tests without the screen) in figure G.6. The guide vane position 4 produced higher
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losses than the original exhaust hood. The lowest losses occurred for guide vane
position 2 which represented the original bearing cone contour.
7.1.2.6 BV MODIFICATION E
This modification had no movable guide vanes and used the original Beaver
Valley bearing cone. The fixed guide vane of BV Modification D was placed in the
model and the slanted back plate was removed.
The results of BV Modification E produced a loss curve which was lower than
the original Beaver Valley hood loss curve as shown in figure G.7 in Appendix G.
These losses, however, were not lower than those ofBV Modification D. These results
indicate that the back plate is important and it should be in the hood.
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Figure 31: Beaver Valley model modification F combination curve
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Figure 32: Comparison of original Beaver Valley hood loss curve to that of
modification F
7.1.2.7 BV MODIFICATION F
This modification was the same as BV Modification E except that the back plate
was replaced in the model.
The hood losses for this modification were lower than BV Modification E, but
almost identical to the losses for BV Modification D. This modification corresponded
to the original Beaver Valley exhaust hood with a different guide vane (see figure 23
(c)).
A curve for BV Modification F which combines the test results obtained with
and without the screen is shown in figure 31 (solid curve). Figure 32 compares this
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combination curve to ~he original Beaver Valley combination curve. The hood loss
curve of BV Modification F is much lower than the original, especially at high Mach
numbers. At an annulus Mach number of 0.84, the hood loss coefficient for
modification F is smaller by approximately 0.25 than for the original hood, while at
a Mach number of 0.40, the hood loss coefficient is lower by about 0.08.
7.1.3 HATFIELD FERRY ORIGINAL HOOD LOSS CURVES
The original Hatfield Ferry exhaust hood results are listed in tables E.5 and F.5
in Appendix E and Appendix F, respectively. Tests were performed, similarly to
Beaver Valley, with and without a screen and with and without a condenser neck.
The hood loss, HULL, and pressure coefficients, Cpl and Cp2, versus annulus
Mach number curves for the case of "with screen" are shown in figure 33 (a). The
hood loss curve for the "no screen" case is shown in figure 33 (b). The original
Hatfield Ferry exhaust hood losses are much lower than those of the original Beaver
Valley hood which were shown in figures 28 (a) and 28 (b). The reason why these
losses were lower is that the Hatfield Ferry exhaust hood was more open (larger hood).
Lower exhaust hood losses were expected since the results of the generic model (as
shown in figure 18) indicated that, in general, a larger hood has lower losses than a
smaller hood.
Figures 33 (a) and 33 (b) show that the hood losses for the tests with a screen
case ranged between -0.146 to 0.462 at annulus Mach numbers of 0.462 and 0.781,
respectively (based on calculation method 2). The exhaust hood losses for the tests
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Figure 33: Hatfield Ferry original hood loss curve (a) hood alone with screen, (b) hood
alone without screen
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0.807, respectively. The losses for the "no screen" case are higher than the "with
screen" case, but the difference between the two curves is not as high as for the Beaver
Valley original hood loss curves.
Figure 34 shows a combination curve of with and without a screen for the
original Hatfield Ferry model. The dotted lines are the Hatfield Ferry model "with
screen" and "no screen" hood loss curves.
The original Hatfield Ferry model results with the condenser neck added to the
model are shown in figure 35. Like the Beaver Valley curves, the losses are generally
higher with the condenser neck than without.
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Figure 35: Hatfield Ferry original exhaust hood with condenser neck combination
curve
7.1.4 MODIFIED HATFIELD FERRY EXHAUST HOOD WSS RESULTS
The modified Hatfield Ferry exhaust hood results are listed in tables E.7 and
F.7 in Appendix E and Appendix F, respectively. No improvement in performance was
found for any of the modifications tested. The results of Modifications C,D, and E
indicate that the fixed guide vane has a significant effect on the exhaust hood losses.
The Hatfield Ferry modifications are discussed below.
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7.1.4.1 HF MODIFICATION A
The size of the bearing cone was reduced on the upper 180 degree section to
allow for more flow through the model. A new fixed guide vane was also created for
this modification as shown in figure 24 (c).
A comparison ofHF Modifications A,C,D, and E to the original Hatfield Ferry
(with the screen) is shown in figure 36. The losses for HF Modification A, represented
as the squares in figure 36, are the same as those of the original Hatfield Ferry.
7.1.4.2 HF MODIFICATION B
The original Hatfield Ferry bearing cone was put back in the model. The fixed
guide vane of HF Modification A was also inserted into the hood.
This modification was not plotted in figure 36 because it was discovered by a
measurement of the mass flow rate through the venturi meter during testing that there
would be no improvement from the original.
7.1.4.3 HF MODIFICATION C
This modification was the same as HF Modification B except a different guide
vane was placed in the hood. The guide vane corresponded to one which had the shape
of the bottom half of the guide vane of HF Modification A.
The exhaust hood loss for one test point is shown in figure 36 (represented as
a triangle in the figure). The hood loss was higher than the original Hatfield Ferry hood
losses.
7.1.4.4 HF MODIFICATION D




The exhaust hood loss for one test point is shown in figure 36 (represented as
a diamond in the figure). This hood loss was higher than any other modification.
7.1.4.5 HF MODIFICATION E
This modification was the same as modification D but used the guide vane of
BV Modification D.
Figure 36 shows the hood loss for one test point for this modification
(represented as an x). The hood loss was somewhat higher than the original.
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Figure 36: Comparison of Hatfield Ferry original hood loss curve to that of
modification A,C,D, and E
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7.2 CIRCUMFERENTIAL VARIATION OF THE WCAL NONDIMENSIONAL
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
For each exhaust hood model test, twelve static pressures were measured on
both the hub and the shroud of the models. The local nondimensional pressure
coefficient, Cp l,LocAL (see equation 3) , was calculated for each static pressure
measured. Graphs of the local pressure coefficient versus pressure tap location were
created for both the hub and the shroud. This was done to get an idea of the magnitude
of the last blade excitation which occurs as a result of circumferential pressure variation
in the last stage annulus. Some of these plots are located in Appendix H and are
discussed below.
7.2.1 WeAL NONDIMENSIONAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT CURVES IN
THE BEAVER VALLEY MODEL
Figures H.l and H.2 in Appendix H show the circumferential variation of the
local nondimensional pressure coefficient for two tests of the original Beaver Valley
with the screen but without the condenser neck (hood alone).Figure H.l represents a
low annulus Mach number (MAN = 0.330) and figure H.2 had a higher annulus Mach
number (MAN = 0.747). The curves for the hub are generally smooth and symmetric.
The shroud curves are less symmetric. A "bump" consistently appears on the shroud
curves at higher annulus Mach numbers. This "bump" occurs at 105 degrees (see figure
13) and may have been the result of an air leakage at the static pressure tap.
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The figures show that the highest local static pressure for both the hub and the
shroud was located at about 180 degrees, which corresponded to the top of the hood
(see figure 13). The values of the local nondimensional pressure coefficient, Cp l 'LOCAL'
have an average of 0.249 at the low annulus Mach number (figure H.l) and decreases
to 0.217 at the higher annulus Mach number. The average shroud pressure coefficient,
on the other hand, increases from -.257 at MAN = 0.330 to -0.069 at MAN = 0.747.
Also, as the annulus Mach number increases, the difference between the local
nondimensional pressure coefficient curves of the hub and the shroud decreases and the
curves become flatter. The same general characteristics are seen for the original Beaver
Valley for the case of the hood alone and without the screen (figures H.3 and H.4 in
Appendix H), with the condenser neck and with screen (figures H.5 and H.6), and with
the condenser neck and without the screen (figures H.7 and H.8).
Figures H.17 and H.18 in Appendix H show the local nondimensional pressure
coefficient curves for modification F of the Beaver Valley model which had lower
exhaust hood losses than the original. The same general characteristics described for
the original Beaver Valley model are seen in these plots. The shroud curves are more
symmetric than the original Beaver Valley hood.
7.2.2 WCAL NONDIMENSIONAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT CURVES IN
THE HATFIELD FERRY MODEL
Figures H.9 and H.1O in Appendix H show circumferential variation of
Cpl ,LOCAL in the original Hatfield Ferry model for the case of the model tests run with
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the screen. These pressure curves are much flatter than those of the corresponding
Beaver Valley curves. Both the hub and shroud curves are less symmetric about the 180
degree location at higher annulus Mach numbers than at lower ones. At higher annulus
Mach numbers the maximum value of the static pressure was observed to occur at
approximately 300 degrees (see figure 13).
Figures H.9 and H.10 show that both the hub and shroud nondimensional
pressure curves for the Hatfield Ferry model increase as the annulus Mach number
increases. The average value of the local nondimensional pressure coefficient for the
hub at MAN = 0.462 is 0.164 and it increases to 0.373 at MAN = 0.768. Similarly, the
shroud nondimensional pressure coefficient values increase as the annulus Mach number
increases. At MAN = 0.462 the average shroud value is -0.374 and it increases to -
0.093 at MAN = 0.768. These trends are also seen for the case of the original Hatfield
Ferry model tested with and without the screen (figures H.ll and H.12), with the
condenser neck and with the screen (figures H.13 and H.14), and with the condenser
neck and without the screen (figures H.15 and H.16).
7.3 TOTAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ACROSS THE ANNULUS
The total pressure plots for the original Beaver Valley model tested with the
screen are shown in appendix 1.1 to 1.7 in appendix 1. The plots for the original Beaver
Valley model tested without the screen are shown in figures 1.8 to 1.14. The effect of
wakes created by the screen on the total pressure distribution is represented by the
wavy shape. The lowest points, or dips, in the curves correspond to the wakes from
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individual wire strands in the screen. The dips in the curves formed by the wakes are
deeper at higher annulus Mach numbers. Without the screen in the annulus, as shown
in figures 1.8 to 1.14 the total pressure distribution is uniform across the annulus and
the curves appear flat until the annulus walls are reached.
Figures 1.15 to 1.21 show the original Hatfield Ferry model total pressure
distribution across the annulus for all seven traverses. The curves appear, in general,
less symmetric than those in the Beaver Valley model at intermediate annulus Mach
numbers. At high annulus Mach numbers, the same type of jagged curves exist in the
Hatfield Ferry model as with the Beaver Valley model. Figures 1.22 to 1.28 in
Appendix I show the Hatfield Ferry total pressure distribution for the model without
the screen. As in the Beaver Valley model, the total pressure distribution is uniform
across the annulus.
Beaver Valley Modification F has lower exhaust hood losses than the original
Beaver Valley model. Figures 1.29 to 1. 31 show the total pressure distribution of this
modification tested with the screen, and figures 1.32 to 1.34 show the corresponding
curves for the tests without the screen. The same general characteristics that were seen
in the original Beaver Valley model were observed in this modification, but the total
pressure distribution curves are lower at similar annulus Mach numbers.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
The losses of the Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry exhaust hoods were
determined in this experimental model study. Tests were performed with and without
a condenser neck on exhaust hood models which used air as the working fluid. Curves
combining the results obtained with and without a screen in the models were produced.
They allow the determination of the hood loss coefficient for a given average annulus
Mach number.
Several observations can be made:
o The exhaust hood losses increase as the annulus Machnumber increases.
o The size of the exhaust hood affects the hood losses. A larger hood has
lower losses than a smaller hood when all other geometric parameters
are held constant.
Proper design of the fixed guide vane and bearing cone can significantly
lower the hood losses.
The back plate is an important component in exhaust hoods. The exhaust
hood losses were lower with the back plate in the modified Beaver
Valley model than without the back plate.
The losses with the screen in the hood models were lower than those
obtained without t~e screen. This indicates that the flow pattern may be
different between the two cases and should be investigated further.
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o The addition of the condenser neck to the exhaust hood models results
in increased losses.
The exhaust hood losses for the Beaver Valley model were lowered with the
addition of a new fixed guide vane. The losses for the original Beaver Valley model
tested without a condenser neck, based on the combination curve of tests with and
without a screen, ranged between 0.026 and 0.423 at annulus Mach numbers of 0.330
and 0.842, respectively. The hood losses for the modification with the new fIxed guide
vane were lowered to -0.034 to 0.220 at annulus Mach numbers of 0.370 and 0.871,
respectively.
No improvement in performance was found through modification of the Hatfield
Ferry model. The losses for the original Hatfield Ferry model, based on the
combination curve of tests with and without a screen, ranged between -0.146 to 0.15
at annulus Mach numbers of 0.462 and 0.8, respectively.
Additional studies aimed at improvement of the existing Hatfield Ferry exhaust
hood, and further improvement of the existing Beaver Valley exhaust hood, should
concentrate on optimizing the shape of the fixed guide vane and condenser neck design.
Through experimental testing it was shown that the fixed guide vane has a significant
effect on the hood losses for both the Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry models. As
expected, the losses for both the Beaver Valley and Hatfield Ferry models were higher
when the condenser neck was added. These loss curves might be lowered if a more
efficient condenser neck design were produced.
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(Graphical determination of the hood loss coefficient [7])
The non-dimensional hood loss coefficient, HULL, at various Mach numbers








versus Mach number. The term in A.l can be found from the expression




which is a function of Mach number only. The term in A.2 is obtained from model
tests. An example plot of terms A.I and A.2 is shown in figure A.I.
The dimensionless hood loss coefficient is found in figure A.I as HL/LL =
C/D, where



















Annulus Mach NUll'lber. MAN
Figure A.I: Graphical determination of the hood loss coefficient
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10.2 APPENDIX B
GENERIC MODEL EXHAUST HOOD LOSS CURVES
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Figure B.7: Hood loss curve for confIguration 7 of the generic model, with and
without screen
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Figure B.8: Hood loss curve for configuration 8 of the generic model, with and
without screen
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h • rr09811l'O 011 Illl"cnlloJ I Fr.ot nl
Voler lit 1\11 lcopcroLll'1I 1
KH =Heier r.nnslDllt ~ Fa 0Vi9" J.7142V 1 - (j4
Fa = ""rl81 E.prllloim Fociii'
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-1- --1-- 1---1 --I~I- t-I·-I--·t-I-I-I-I-I-~-I.--I-.-I--.I-I-I_I-I--I-l-1-1-1-I-I-t-
0.35 0.40
I". = 1"lmSSUlm nEFORE VENTURI
I"l = 1"lmSSURE AFTER VENTURI
. v. = EXI'ANSION FACTORFigure C.4: Graph used to find the expansion factor Y [25]
O.fi2 -t-'-IT-I-I-'--'-
G.OD [).05
TABLE C.I: NONDIMENSIONAL MASS FLOW RATE VS. ANNULUS MACH
NUMBER


































TABLE ·Co2: SPECIDC WEIGHT OF MERCURY AND WATER
Specific Weight
Temperature, of Mercury (lb/in3) Water (lb/in3)
52 0.490164 0.036113
56 I 0.489966 0.036104
60 0.489769 0.036092
64 0.489572 0.036078
68 I 0.489375 0.036062
72 I 0.489178 0.036045
76 I 0.488981 0.036026
80 I 0.488784 0.036005
129
10.4 APPENDIX D
SAMPLE BEAVER VALLEY AND HATFIELD FERRY RAW





")-1. 14 c..: I-Icy
1r6 f
'DY~
).~. 14- h' 1-l"1
1-roF
TEST DATE: 3filii ~








BAROMETRIC PRES: Z <::~ , \ 4 v Hg




TEST NO: .u- 2 4'
CONFIGURATION NO: (~JV* e..-.-J - S(\I._)







TIME: 'f" ~,J-' /D-,...... Ib IJ<!.-t- 'o'~...... Ii> .~ ID~
VENTURI TEMP: (r-) (\]- -qlo. 9~· cU•. Cff.. '11, .
VENTURI INLET PRES: (PSIG) 8.'i \ 1.10 8,CJo a·coro 'IS. '11 '6,40
~P ACROSS VENTURI: "WATER 12 .~o ,).·'to 1").,S,o /)..80 /").'-;"80 lJ..fb
MODEL INLET TEMP: (F) q~.& 'IS'. 0 CJs:.o 44-,Q Cf+· b Cf4.b
COMPo DISCHARGE TEMP: (F) , g" ,4 I R"t'b 1~8'.o /81·":/0 /e,"1.4- I\{"."
UI\'ASIIEI:1
lEST OATE: 3/ III i }c
liME
~ :sJ Itl I '110
151'siu ;UiiIlESI'. PSIA1 1'511\1 I'SIAI
jC. VI\lVE 'nES TAP
.f/nlls) (Vol'.) (Volts)
34
35 S 1 ciS I c (~ 1
:J(l S2 • '1. 2. 0
.23?-
31 S3
· "5b' • Co 32
30 S4
· ')' '7° · S'H.
39 85 • r;9S · s-~r
40 56
· [73 • '.n..?
41 57
· '~Tl ~ 'I f.'h
42 58
• 7..l • ;3 I,.,
t~'f7 • Z'iV '-43 59
44 S 10 • f"s • '5'1
45 811
• 2 " I( · 2 5.r
46 512 02/1 ' 'J. '"
4T
TEST NO:1( 2. i
CONFIGUflATlON NO: l \!.V -1-(,P - ::, ({l.)
MODEl: ~,t I\vE'I\. V{\l.\(' ,
II liME I
'I:So 10: 'I'
15PSIU ~UIIIIESI'. PSIAI rS1AI rSIAI
t>c. VALVE 'nES TAP (Volls) (VolIs) (Volls)
16
17 US 1 I. '11'2, 1.1p.~.
18 US2 I. 'll{'( I. 1",3
19 US3 /.1.3:; /. '("3 t
20 U54 /. '/ 'IY I. 'i 'n
21
22 111 .~'n c 0'5':>
23 112 • q lor .1:;7-
24 113 I. / II ., (.1 g
25 114 /. VI" I.LI "lO
26 115 /. ~"(,-. / I. S(c I
21 1t6 I, lffu I. II [;:
28 117 (, ,~l] I. 'J S-b'
29 Itll /. 1"1 I. I sB
:JO IIv o ;9f,s' • 1f31'
31 1110 , ~. '/ 1
· 8~::-
32 1111 . ,\', /.
· ~ !; I








( ~ II 4- (.tJ - S (/L )
v'kU..I.:', ----.
DAJASIIEET "
TEBT OATE: ~ (lI(q ~





TnAVenSE 1 TnAVEnSE 2 JIlAVEflSE 3 lllAVEnsE ~ TIIAVl:IISE 5 TIIAVEnsE II lflAVEnSE 7
POll lion Plol (II POllllon Plol(2t POIWon Pial (31 POllllon Plol (4) Pall lion Pial (51 POIUlon Pial (41 POllllon Plol (31
linch) (Valli) linch) ~Olll) (Inch) lYolI l ) . linch) (Valli) linch) (Valli) linch) !Valli) (Inch) (110111'
1 1.li00 I. -/I L . 1.500 I. oJ 1.500 :2.0 '11 1.500 ?gol- 1.500 I.olle 1.500 l.l«(,~ 1.500 1.'1'a I 8
2 1.~50 '2 ,l."'t", 1.450 z. (lIt 1.450 2,SS'J 1.450 Z'H,} 1.450 l.n.1 1.~50 t.., stU 1.4S0 2. ~ St. 2
3 1.400 2.1% 1.~00 2. "14 1.400· 2."H~ 1.400 2.. ~ I 1.400 2, 8\ \ 1.~00 2.'il1.6 1.~00 2..1'8'J" 3
~ 1.350 l. f.s I 1.350 2. p() 1.350 Z. eA'6 1.350 2. 't ,I 1.350 2. 1",t; 1.350 2. • 'ill> 6 1.350 2-. 'i'.,., 4
5 1.300 2.1',(.6 1.300 2.'1,1- 1.300 2 '1 Ii 1.300 2.. hi) 1.300 2. ,10 6 1.300 2..?'il1 1.300 Z. .,,6 5
II 1.250 "2 •.{ \~ 1.250 2. "'Ill. 1.250 ? .'\ °1 1.250 z.. ~ 01 1.250
*
1.250 7.· 'is'\l 1.250 2, i 1(1 8
1 1.200 2.91 , 1.200 2 • '12" 1.200 2 /\n 1.200 l. '110 1.200 1 n 1.200 2 .\'11 1.200 2.Mo 7
II 1.150 7.• '00 1.150 2·42.1 1.150 'J, 4)0 1.150 Z. j 0\ 1.150 ~ 1.150 1..tH 1.150 Z. ~(' I0 1.100 ~ 1.100 "2-. '\ II 1.100 1. ~. 1.100 2., 'iitl 1.100 2. ?'\J 1.100 'l.102- 1.100 :L.g ~ I10 1.050 ,. 3 1.050 2 .~ ~l( 1.050 •. 2. ( 3'1 1.050 2'~'71l 1.050 ~ 1.050 Z .'10'1 1.050 tot"" 1011 1.000 .' ~r 1.000 2·lila 1.000 Z. 2.; 1.000 :2 , '6)u 1.000 "2. J 1.000 '2-·4o~ 1.000 2.1,,\, 11
12 0.8S0 7.,'1~" 0.850 2.GIl 0.050 2.'ll.J 0.850 ;>. f:61 0.050 1 • '\ lcJ 0.1150 2. O\. 0.150 2,e'l3 12
13 0.800 2.'lZe. 0.800 :z •'1 Ii II 0.000 , ·11) 0.800 2.. ~~, 0.000 2..'1 ~O 0.800 "2. ( 06 0.1100 l.1<\, 13
14 0.850 2. cp'-4 0.1150 7 • (l~ I 0.1150 2 , 11\ 0.850 1.H'l 0.1150 ,.. n 0.1150 '1. 0\ 0.1150 1.14., 14
15 0.800 2.'('1" 0.1100 7. G\ 'io 0.1100 tE 0.800 2.. ~ (,1. 0.800 2. 211 0.800 1. • «'\.., 0.1100 1.. US" 111III 0.750 "2. '( 4\ 0.750 ') • (l ) '( 0.750 "), 0' 0.750 ... \'(,~ 0.750 '! • ~B 0.150 2.. t16 0.750. :z.,6t"l III
17 0.700 2 . 'I '-(oj 0.700 '"l.'nI 0.100 7.1 o~ 0.700 2. 'G6'j 0.700 1., "'1 0.700 Z. tjr 0.700 1.« .. \ 17
III 0.1150 2. If" 0.1150 EI 0.050 l.H 0.050 ? • ib~ 0.050 2. , • !'l 0.1150 2.,'(j' 0.850 l., il . IIII 0,1100 2.'i .' " 0.1100 2. 1.\1 0.600 2.. F'tl 0.600 2-, 8(,11 0.000 ., , 'If 0.1100 2 • eq'i o.eoo l.'li L III20 0,1550 1.'1 H 0.550 7. ~" 0.650 l·tq~ 0.650 l,t)f 0.550 1 .~ t"l 0.650 2. nZ 0.1550 2. ,~i" 20
2' 0,600 7. ,'1n 0.500 2 '1'·f 0.500 2, 01. 0.500 J .~)\ 0.500 2. • '\~D 0.500 1.. U1 0.1500 1. ,1,16 21
22 M50
*
0.450 2,1 L\<.I 0.450
*
0.~50 1.. X(,g 0.450 2,<1. '{l. 0.450 1. iq, 0.450 2.'l.14 22
23 0,400 'Z. 'Iv 0.400 tE: O.~OO ~.~'1 0.400 1 • i (,~ O.~OO 'l.ll H 0.400 2. .t'v 0.400 2.'111 2324 0.350 2.9'(1.- 0.350 • '\ IJ 0.350 ~,'no 0.350 7. .1. -, J 0.350 2 '1 \ 0.350 z.e" 0.350 ~ .'i) r 24
25 0.300 1. ~ 0 0.300 1..4'-(0 0.300 1. §(,f 0.300. Z .'n" 0.300 'J,..~'(, 0.300 2,lS<\\ 0.300 l. ')1. 25
211 0.250 2, 4t 0.250 i.'Ba 0.250 "2.~,6 0.250 tBt 0.250 7·1to 0.250 l. 5',\, 0.250 :2.~1'f 2lI21 0,200 ,. "'~ 0.200 2.:W ~i 0.200 2. p6 0.200 2. .~l 0.200 '2..q j;) 0.200 2.,8'1 0.200 t.,,6 'L1211 0.150 '2."(1" 0.150 2 !. 0.160 2·1]:f 0.150 '1. f."Il- 0.150 1.'1 \i0 0,160 2.hf 0.150 2 •f 1'1 28
211 0.100 1.·F~ 0.100 ~ 0.100 l..rnr 0.100 .2.'06 0.100 2, '1' fl.' 0.100 2..i16 0.100 :z ."'1 lie30 0.050 Z,e16 0.050 '). •• 2.8 0.050 ~ .".] 0.050 'I. €" ~ 0.050 1.e11 0.050 2. •if~." 0.050 Z .3>31 30








'lEn I DAlE: 7/110 ~
II
1~IMr-,
1:.n· II \()~~r I
2:!iI'Si~ ;uiiiiESI'. I'SIAI I'SIAT PSIAT
;C. VIII.VE 'liES 11\1' Nulls) Nolls) Nolls)
10 ciJ 10 -.I){;
-.n'
17 CN 17 -t.oo\ =\ ,DoS-
111 GN 10
-, l~l - , 12.4
1U GUIU
- ,06; -,ot.)
20 CN20 - • 0,-\1- -,o~8
21 GN21 -, \(vI -. \ <l't
22 GN 22
-. Otr. - .. °1\
23 GN23 . \} ~ -.\'tz.
2~ GN 24
- '0"'\2. _, {l ~I
2B Gtl25
-\-' 001 +,IJ 0'
20 GN20 -~, oJ t~27 CN27 +. \20 - ,\ '\.




GONFIOU/lAliON NO: (~JtJ -\- (p - !>ql I
MODEl: \I. l:-(t"B IL Ii l\ l,.l-C! I)
\I (h:u \lo;t1,U1 I
2.51'51U JOIIIU:'SI'. I'SIAI
"SIAl I l'ii:=JI~G. VALVE 'IIES 11\1' (Vollsl (YoUs) (VoUs)
1 cin .\- • ).0l. ..(·.z.o (;
2 .. CN2
- • Q~ I -,0'(;1
3 GN3
-'Ol'J -, o~1
4 GN 4 4-·°1 -\-.016
5 GNB· .~ - .Oof,0 .. Gtlo -to 0 ' ~. 0 .~g7 GN7 -, Itt -. ,11'/
() GNO -to Q.r li -+.vn
-g--_.. GNU
10 GN 10 :\='°21 +.Ol~11 GN 11 -\-.0 0 1'04'>
12 GN12 -t. 0 10 +.o~'f-
13 eH13 -·02.13 -.o~'i
14 eN 14 -. ,~~ -"I'JO






CONFIGURATION: ~lTHOUT SCREEN / WITH CONDENSER SECK
TEST#: 29CN
TEST DATE: 31Ll!93 TODAY'S DATE: 31lL'93
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN THE TEST ROOM IS 1C.54 Psia
ATMOSPHERICTEMPERATI:RE IN THE ROOM IS_.__.__... 71.W F
TOTAL TEMPER..4,.TURE 15 _ 554.64 R
AVERAGE TOTAL PRESSURE IN THE A~NUWS_. ... ::.93S: Psi:!
Av"ERAGE STATIC PRESSURE IN THE A..~UU':S .. .._.... 16.4:.:3 Psia
AVER..l;.GE PRESSURE R..4,.TIO IN THEANNUWS ....... 0.7159
IAVERAGE STATIC PRESSURE ..4,.TTHE E'rn' FL'\.~GE......._ 14.2417 Psia
IFIRST SET OF RESULTS
(BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND STATIC PRESSURES IN THE A_~NULUS)
IAVERAGE MACH NUMBER IN THE AN·NULl'S....._._..._ 0.7077
\
HOOD LOSS COEFFICIE~"T. .__ 0.39810
PRESSURE COEFFICI~"T 1 [=(Pan-Pfl)/(PV" iJ:)an]..__.._._._. 0.37870
PRESSURE COEFFICIE~"T:: [=(Pan-Pfl)/(Pt..Pan)]... .._ .. 0.33400
CALCUL.4,.TED MASS FLOW RATE......_· ._.__ 10.089 Ibm/see
SECOND SET OF RESULTS
(BASED ON MASS FLOW RATE FROM VENTURI)
AVER.<l;.GE MACH NUMBER IN THE ANNULUS ..__ 0.7109
AVER..4,.GE PRESSURE R..4,.TIO (BASED ON MACH #) 0.7139
HOOD LOSS COEFFICIENT. . ... ... 0.38690
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1 (SEE ABOVE) O.36S36
PRESSURE COEFF1CIE.~"T 2 (SEE ABOVE)__._..._._._.. 0.3:517







































BEAVER VALLEY TEST #: 29CN
CONFIGURATION: WIO SCREEN : WITH CONDENSER NECK






TRAV! TRAV2 TRW3 TRAV4 TRAYS TRAV6 TRAV7
(P~) (Psi:) (Psi;) (Psi:) (Psi:) (Psit) (Psi;)
'13"" S~- 1 753 I "74 0 618 0600 0711.5001SHROUD ..... 1. I L 4
Z 1.450 6.901 7.456 7.805 7.748 7.603 7.835 7.799
3 1.400 8.ZS1 8.Z81 8.529 8.499 8.471 8.513 8.399
4 1.350 8.598 8.673 8.704 8.679 8.679 8.613 8.637
5 1.300 8.704 8.752 8.794 8.707 8.764 8.688 I 8.673
6 1.:50 8.781
I
8.782 8:m 8.752 I 8.788 8.7'..2 I 8.7107 1.200 8.815 8.818 8.812 8.794 I 8.&45 8.731 8.716
8 i 1.150 8.836 8.806 8.836 8.749 8.860 8.740 8.7199 1.100 8.860 I 8.81Z 8.851 8.691 8.836 8.752 8.704





I 11 1.000 ! 8.851
I




8.785 I 8.830 8.764 I13 0.900 8.830 I 8.878 8.6::S S.719 I14 0.850 8.818 I 8.87: 8.779 8.652 I 8.857 8.749 8.716 I15 0.800 8.800 8.866
I
8.764 8.631 8.830 8.728 I 8.700I i j16 I 0.750 , 8.869 8.848
8.752 8.643 ! 8.875
8.734 8.694 I
17 0.700 ! 8.~ 8.839 8.m 8.637 8.857 8.731 8.691 II i I18 I 0.650 8.&66 8.857 8.710 8.634 8.80'3 8.734 8.688
I i i19 0.600 i 8.860 I 8.869 8.719 8.649 I
8.m 8.m 8.691 I
I 0.550 8.728 S.899
I S.69120 , 8.860 8.836 8.670 I 8.685I I
:1 0.500 8.857 8.860 8.679 8.658 i 8.875 8.707 8.673I
:2 0.450 8.857 8.866 8.667 8.649 I 8.87: 8.719 8.607
:!3 0.400 i 8.866 8.878 8.673 8.649 8.860 8.716 8.658
24 0.350 I 8.&66 8.866 8.655 8.661 8.899 8.719 8.670
:5 0.300
I
8.&72 8.866 8.640 8.661 8.&S4 8.719 8.661
26 0.:50 8...005 8.860 8.673 8.661 8.896 8.719 8.607
~.., 0.200 ! 8.8..00 8.S45 8.rn 8.&"7 &.896 8.6SS 8.673';"1
::s 0.150 I
8.875 8.845 &.670 8.661 8.&S4 8.679 8.607
:'Q 0.100 8.m 8.866 8.670 8.673 8.90S 8.673 8.637I
30 0.050
I
8.863 8.830 7.9"...3 &.453 8.743 8.535 7.543
HUB 31 0.000 3.~34 3.9".;..5 4.603 4.265 :'8:S 2.558 :'565
137
STATIC PRESS1~RE VALUES FOR TRAVERSE POINTS
BEAVER VALLEY TEST It: 29CN
CONFIGURATION: W/O SCREEN / \\lTH CONDENSER NECK
TEST DATE: 31LU93 TODAY'S DATE: 31lU93
DIST.
FROM STATIC PRESSURE
POINT HUB TRAVl TRAV2 TRAV3 TRAV4 TRAV5 TRAV6 TRAV7
# linl (Psig) (Psig) (Psig) (Psig) (Psig) (Psig) (Psig)
SHROGD 1 1500 1.322 1.837 1.753 1574 0.618 0.600. 0.714
., 1.450 1386 1.907 1.848 1.604 0.692 0.665 0.775
-
3 lAOO 1.449 1.977 1.943 1.754 0.765 0.i30 0.837
4 1.350 1.513 :'046 :'038 1.&43 0.839 0.796 0.899
5 1.300 1.577 :'116 :'133 1.933 0.913 0.861 0.961
r5 1.:50 1.641 1.185 ::..~ :'0"-.3 0.986 0.926 1.0"":
1.100 1.704 2..:55 " ...,,~ :'113 1.060 0.992 1.0S4.:-:::'..;J
S 1.150 1.768 :'324 :'418 :'101 1.134 1.057 1.146
9 1.100 1.83: 2.394 :...s13 :.192 1.107 1.1:: 1.207
1(1 1.050 1.895 :'464 :'608 :3S7- 1.:81 1.187 1.269
11 1.000 1.959 1.533 ::"703 :..m 1.355 1.:53 1.331
1: 0.950 2..0:3 2.603 2.798 2.561 1.428 1.318 1.392
13 0.900 :!oDS7 2.672 2.893 ::..651 1.501 1.383 1.454
14 0.850 2.150 :'742 Z.988 ::..741 1576 1.448 1.516
15 0.800 1.114 Z.812 3.083 Z.83O 1.649 1.514 1.577
10 0.:50 ::"178 2.881 3.178 ::"920 1.7"'.3 1579 1.62-9
F 0.700 :'34: 2.951 .,.,- 3.010 1.796 1.644 Li01~._/:>
IS 0.650 ::"405 3.020 3.368 3.099 1.870 1.709 1.7,,3
19 0.00(1 ::"4159 3.090 3.463 3.189 1.944 1.775 1.S14
10 0.550 " c; ..... 3.159 3.558 3.:79 2.017 1.840 1.88<5-.:::':::'
:1 0.500 :...s96 3.::19 ., '," 3.:;08 2.091 1.905 1.948:::'.0.:::'
00450 ::"660 3.1...09 3.748 3.458 :'165 1.970 ::"009
:3 OAOO 2.724 3.36& 3.&43 3.548 2.:38 ::"036 2.071
24 0.350 2.788 3.438 3.938 3.638 2.312 2.10l :'133
:5 0.300 2.851 3507 4.033 3.727 2.386 1.106 1.194
16 0.:50 :'915 3577 4.118 3.817 2.459 2.::31 2.::56
:7 0.200 :'979 3.647 4 ",,"'" 3.907 2.533 2.'1.97 2.318.--:J
:s 0.150 3.043 3.716 4.318 3.996 2.6Q7 2.30'2 :'380
29 0.100 3.106 3.786 4.413 4.086 2.680 2.4:7 2.441/
30 0.050 3.170 3.855 4508 4.176 2.754 2.493 :.503













(MISSI~G #9 A.l\lD #"..8) TEST#
SET 1 SIT 2 SET 1 SIT 2
P~S P~S P~S P~S
(volts) (volts) (Psig) (Psig)
0.20:! 0.206 0.102 0.104
-0.081 -0.081 -0.040 -0.040
-0.074 -0.081 -0.036 -0.040
0.016 0.016 0.009 0.009
-0.004 -0.008 -0.001 -0.003
0.098 0.098 0.050 0.050
~1~ ~lM ~ml -QOn













I 9 0.079 0.079 0.040 0.040 0.040 i10 0.040 0.043 0.0:!1 I 0.022 0.022! : ! ,I 11 0.030 0.034 0.016 0.018 0.017
I
~
I 12 -0.028 -0.024 -0.013 -0.011 -O.OE
,
I 13 -0.133 , -0.130 -0.060 -0.064 -0.065 II 14 -o.on -0.068 -0.035 I -0.033 i -0.034
I 15 -0.176
,
-0.171 -0.087 -0.085 -0.086 i
I 16 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.003 0.002 i
I i I
,




-0.063 -0.031 -0.031 -0.031 ,
I
19 -0.042 I -0.048 -0.020 -0.023 -0.0:!2
I i20 -0.199 I -0.199 -0.099 -0.099 -0.099
21 -0.088 -0.091 -0.043 -0.045 -0.044
")")
-0.138 -0.142 -0.068 -0.070 -0.069
--
")'"
-0.042 -0.041 -0.020 -0.020 -0.020,:.:)
24 0.007 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004
25 0.078 0.078 0.040 0.040
I
0.040
26 0.120 0.124 0.061 0.063 0.062













v"E~'TURI L1\ti.ET PRESSURE (Psig):
DELTA P ACROSS V"ENTURI(in WATER):































0.5588 (FROM 511= A...\If TABLES :\T T dry bulb)






MASS FLOW ~-\TE =W =45.285*C*Y*Fa*SQRT(dens*delta P)
w= 10.108 Ibm/sec II
NOTE: A CORRECTION FACTOR IS INCLUDED \\i1m v"E!'i'TURl I~i.ET PRESSURE
140
DATA SHEET
TEST NO: .n...... r\ F +- eN) N Cl 5c../l..t..,t..,J
CONFIGURATION NO: ( H \ I" 1)) I')', " I' I I
MODEL: l-I: 1\ 'I I \,' l 1\\ ( I' II ' I ( \--\ f\\'f ILL-D 'Fa~~ ')
COMPo SPEED(RPM):
»
TEST DATE: 4/' I~ I.








TIME: Il: O? I r '.J.,,,,, \Y-'''-' I r'J-ptv1 Ir-f~ I )..-....-=r.....,
VENTURI TEMP: (F) \ u" . IDt> • , ll(\ • lbo. IbO. 9 c\,
VENTURI INLET PRES: (PSIG) '2'.01 ~.Lg 3.6'1 .3 •lOp, '3.64 3.10 9
,1P ACROSS VENTURI: "WATER ,. ~ 7_ -~ , '61-- 1-.~1-- -f. fi'Jz- 7-.P>'J- :j-.f\1. ,
MODEL INLET TEMP: (F) \1)0. I /bo. t> lOb, I 'bo,l:> '-JCJ .1 CJ l). ~
COMPo DISCHARGE TEMP: (F) roo.? ')-'" ., ';\-/=-1,1, ')..ul.la 'rt) \. b "l-ol. b
lJAI/\ GIIEEI
IESI (JAIL:: I(/If ~)~
~l 'I
,
I 2. i ,,'(, II t L :~, II ,
\ 2:!; liSi~ ;UlliiESii. jiSIAl I'SIAI I'SIAT
;C, VAtVE 'liES 'lAI' (Volts) (Vultsl (Volts)
Iii cill6 .-l-. ,1';,6 -\', O'J'~
17 Gr~ 17 -\ .006 -\ , 00(,
\II Gt~ 10
-t.O?!' ·-1·, (> 2.0
-------
.-\ . 0(;(; -~ • U b ~III GI~ 19
<,U GN 2U -. Dolt .-., DOl
<'I eN 21 + , \ o~ ...}, \07.
22. CN22
-\ '0', 'lo -\. ,rlf
23 CN 23 -.H5' .- I \"'-t
201 CN 24 -.2-n - , ',J'" 0
25 CN25 - , t_ b ? -.'}. "\~
.. 2lJ GN26 - , :'.h Ii - • ') ~ i--
'H CNU .... 2.."') . :1., p-j
-------
;'11 Gil 211 - , \, ..\ .• , S 1.
TEST NO: l \ \-\--f"" + CN ) N ~ ~C rt.(;.~,J
GONFIOUllATIOfI tiD: (IH I ( 'I') I) J • I .,' ( ,- 1 J
MODEL: \U\" \I I ( • r, . I ( \1 \ .
\.-\PC\I: 10." FIOIt-"-) I II liME_II
II \2: 0 ( H \) '. (., Ii ,
2.51'SIU II::;OIlIlESI' . I'SI~r liS Iii.1 I I'SI~1 II/3G. VALVE II 'liES '1/\1' (Vulls) (Vullsl (Vlllls)
I CN I =\ 1\10 -t, \ ').,
2 CN 2 -t.00'/.
·f·oM"
3 eN3 -+ . () ,'/ -h 0 \1
4 GN ., -. Dol - , rJ 07
5 GN 5 -+. '27. -I' . \ ~2.
6
. .
GN6 -I, (r/, --\ . 0"/ 0
7 GN7 --t.o'H -+ .017.
B GNB -L ~ f2 :\ ,J., 4J
9 GN 9 - • Ilf- (, .. , \..J 0
10 CN10
- .7' G - ,? n~l
11 CN 11 - . \qb .- , \ ~f')
12 GN12 - ,~()\ " . '2 '10
13 GN13 - '7. e,~ .. ,'J 7. '.,
14 GN14 - . \ \" 'i - ,\ " ./
15 GN 15




TEST NO: ,.I"CONFIGU,\~T10'~ 110: (ll f ·1 ( (I) lJ) ~ ( (I (/ I )




TEST DATE: VI 1'1'~
TIME(STAAT): \2 ., f I
TIMEIEND): \ 1 : ru
HR
HUB
TRAVERSE 1 TRAVERSE 2 TIlAVEnSE 3 TIIAVEnSE 4 "'AVE liSE 6 lnAVEnSE 6 TRAVERSE 7
Po.lllon PlolllI Po.lllon Piol (2) Pooliion Plot (3) Pocilion Plot (4)' pocillon Plol (51 Po.lllon Plol(4) POllllon Plol (3)
(Inch) (Voilil linch) (Volle) (1IIch) (VolIl) (Inch) (Vollo, (Inchl (Volls) (Inch) (VolIl) (Inch) (VolIl)
1 1.500 ,(,J1 1.500 .') 0 l 1.600 ,/'/1 1.600 ' i (, ! 1- 1.600 . (,7 I 1.600 ~ 1.500 ~) J \ 1 S2 1.450 L r.J"'1 1.450 1.0'» 1.450 '.11\ I 1.450 • \ I, L 1.450 ' '('Id 1.-150 • ~ ~I 1.450 , .( ( I 2
3 1.400 \. \'J '-1 1.400 '. \ 'I ( 1.400 I. 1f,'1 1.400 \. I \ / 1.400 ,.\ '. ,( 1.400 I, Ib-j 1.400 I. \'\ \ 3
4 1.350 \. \ t, ), 1.350 I. IF 1.350 \, \'11. 1.350 \. \'\1 1.350 I. \ i I 1.350 1.,' ,,, 1.350 I. ;' 11( 4
5 1.300 I . \ t·( 1.300 \. l'iI 1.300 I·i ,,'j 1.300 I. ? ",' 1.:100 I . .' .l\ 1.300 1.71\J 1.300 I. 7 \ (, 5
8 1.250 1.7"'1 1.250 1, ],.)',' 1.250 I. ) 1\ 1.250 /.?) I 1.250 , I ~, l'l, 1.250 I, 7 , (, 1.250 I. 1 ,. II
7 1.200 t. 7 ""1 1.200 \ I ' ,}'_ 1.200 1.1 It 1.200 I· ?ll 1.200 I·;' 1.1 1.200 I. I ~F 1.200 I. 7 1 , 7
8 1.150 1·.2<'6 1.150 1,;1,"1 1.150 1.2 1-\ 1.\50 1.1 I-j 1.150 1.7 It) 1.\60 I.;", , 1.150 I·Hl 8
II 1.100 \·701 1.100 I. lie.> 1.100 1.2. \'( 1.100 \ ..) \ , 1.100 1.21l 1.100 1.1 Yl 1.100 1·/-11 8
10 1.050 \.2·,( 1.050 1.111 1.050, 1.2 1\ 1.050 ql'\ 1.050 I.' II 1.050 I, '1 -, I 1.050 I, Z't \ 10
"
1.000 \. ? III 1.000 I,'J, \'1 1.000 ',I ,(, 1.000 I. 'J "', 1.000 un 1.000 1.7"" 1.000 '·hL ~ 11
12 0.950 I .? It> 0.950 1..1 ''I 0.950
±HE 0.1l50 I. I I 'f 0.1l50 ,.t \'1 0.950 \, ,~ ... 0.850 l. 7. 11 1213 0.900 , .20\ 0,900 1.7.1 r 0.1l00 \.1 I 0.1l00 1.2111 0.000 1.2. I G 0.000 '.7" a 0.1100 I. 'H~ 1314 0.lI50 l·lII 0,650 \. , 1(, 0.650 1,I I ' 0.050 1.1\1 0.050 1.1 \I 0.050 I. h) 0.650 I. '1.1 \ 14
15 0.800 I '2.ILI 0.600 I • ., '6 0,600 101 1 I 0.000 1,'1 '1 0,600 \.1. \ ~ 0.000 \, 7 '.', 0.800 I, :' "! I} 15
III 0.750 I, '21 () 0.760 ,. 7 1(, 0.750 I.l 'J ·f 0,750 I ,'2 ? I 0.150 1,1 n 0.750 1. 2 ',6 0.750 1.11] 111
17 0.700 I .t I () 0.100 I, t I'l 0.700 '.1 I-f 0.700 \.1 1. \ 0.700 1.2,.\ 'i 0.700 " } ~ t, 0.700 I. 'J It 17
111 0.850 I,] 1\ 0.050 I.~ \ t 0.050 1,1 I \ 0.050 I, ~ 2. ~ 0.050 \,'J. If 0.650 \. / l \ 0.lI50 I.! \') 18
III O.lIOO 1.1 \J 0.000 I. l \ ~ 0.000 I. 1 I r 0.000 I.'l 1 'I 0.600 1. 7 , '{ 0.600 l. 7~ iI 0.800 1.7\1 III
20 0.550 \, '1\0 0.650 I, 'I. 1 L.l 0.550 1,'1 '} 6 0,550 \,1'1(, 0.550 I. Z ;I,' 0.550 I, 7 ~.~ 0.550 \.1 , 20
21 0.500 I. 1 1\ 0.500 I. ~ I] 0.500 I.' 16 0.500 1./1 ~ 0.500 I'l I·j 0.500 1.:1. '. \ 0.500 1.211 21
22 0.450 I. 7 I~ 0.~50 \./.. Zv 0.450 1,1 1,J 0.450 ~-- 0.~50 ',1 .. ,) 0.450 I·?\(' 0.450 I,ll' 22
23 0.400 \, 11"-' 00400 1,71 \ 0.400 1,1 ~ I 0.400 '.1"\ I 0.400 1,1.) I 0.400 \.'l " \ 0.400 I, l. \l 23
24 0.350 1.11 t 0.350 ,.' 7·' 0.350 I. 1 ~, 0.350 1.1 )u 0.350 r_1. 1 , 0.350 1.'06 0.350 \, 'l,. \ II 24
25 0.300 \.1.1 (, 0.300 1.7 \ i 0.300 I. t .~.\ 0.300 l.l~1 0.300 1,1.7 I 0.300 I.n~ 0.300 \.~ \ ~ 25
28 0.250 1.1.1& 0.250 1.7 '1/ 0.250
" l'.'1 0.250 I. 1 '" 0.250 /. '-1' 0.250 I·n) 0.250 1,1. Ii. 2lI
27 0.200 I, 'Ill 0.200 1.2. l' 0.200 1.1. )/ i 0.200 I.) 31 0.200 1.2 "l\ 0.200 1.2',<. 0.200 1.1. q 27
28 0.150 1.2.16 0.150 ,.115' 0.150 I. t ~'\ 0.150 I. l.J. 'f 0.150 1.'lB 0.150 ,.~ }6 0.150 ',1. I. 2lI
29 0.100 ,,'/P, 0.100 liZ H 0.100 1.\ Of II. too I .1 ~.~. 0.1011 1,211 0.100 1,1-1,) 0.100 l.l \ ~ 2lI
30 0.050 1.I'n 0.050 102 0' 0.050 • 4-1
'
, 0.U50 I"" 6 0.050 I , I 'i ( 0.U50 '.2.1 '( 0.050 "I It- 30








I (l ..,l. U It::••• 1
15 rSI[) :OIlIlESr. PSIAT PSIA! PSIAT
lG. VAI.VE 'liES lAP .!,~lIIiS) (Volls) (Volls)
34
35 S I
- • 'l ~.e- - "~4
J6 S2 - . ~'l,t - • l'l b
37 S3 _ ••l~O ., . 17y
J6 S4 -, 'nfl .. , J:\ 8
39 S5 _.1'-'1 .. , '.....
40 S6 -.1.5'1 -,ll{u
41 S7 _.1-0~ - • 'lOe;,
42 S8 -,'l-{,~ -,2(,5
43 S9 -.~~. - . 113 .-
44 S10
- .1.'-/\ _ , ',iL17
45 S11
- . 'ill - , ''in




, '" . ~ME 1
II; (. -; Ill: '/S Il I
15PSID ponnESP. PSI A! PSTAI PSI"I
I3G. VALVE 'nES TAP (Volls) (Volls) (Volis)
16
17 liS I · ~ ., .
· (~~ '.
18 US2 • (., l · ( ! II
19 US3 • l,.!. ~.' , III
20 US4 . L ('ci · Co L
21
22 III · '1/ 'j · 3' I..
23 112 · l 'I , · 2'1 .!
24 113
· :\00 • ~ I· l
25 114 • 'i:le, .;H'
26 115 .3'?>7 · ~',"
27 1\6 .3'-2- • )l."1
28 1\7 · 3'f~ ' .~II' I
29 116 .3/ 'f .~,:;._-
----
JO 119 '3/() • } j l
, ,
31 II 10 ·33 , • '\.7 !
32 It 11
· HJ • ~ 1 ','
33 1112 ,3:FI • oj.; '.
TEST NO: \\
CONFIGURATION NO: (I \ \ I, I q ",J












NO SCREENlWInJ CONDENSER NECK .
SSHF
~~ TODAYSDATE:
---ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN THE !EST ROOM IL_ 14.134 P~il
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE IN THE ROOM IS__ 7200 F
TOTAL TEMPERATURE IS .__oo_ 559.65 R
AVERAGE TOTAL PRESSURE IN THE ANNULUS__ 17.7549 P$ia
AVERAGE STATIC PRESSURE IN THE ANNULUS._oo__oo 14.172 P$ia
AVERAGE PRESSURE RATIO IN THE ANNULUS__._ 0.7981
AVERAGE STATIC PRESSURE AT THE EXIT FLANGE..._ 14.1067 Psia
FIRST SET OF RESULTS
(BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND STADC PRESSURES IN THE ANNULUS)
AVERAGE MAQI NUMBER IN THE ANNULUS. 0.5768
HOOD LOSS COEFFICIENT ._ 0.01951
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1 [=(Pan-pfl)l(PV" 212)anJ__~.01967
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 2 [=(Pan-Pfl)/(Pt-Pan)J. 0.01811
CALCULATED MASS FLOW RATE _
SECOND SET OF RESULTS
(BASED ON MASS FLOW RATE FROM VENTURI)
00'_ 6.955
AVERAGE MAQI NUMBER IN THE ANNULUS 0.5723
AVERAGE PRESSURE RATIO (BASED ON MAGi #)_ 0.8009
HOOD LOSS COEFFICIENT 0.03458
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 1 (SEE ABOVE) 0.03448
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 2 (SEE ABOVE) 0.03179




























HATFIELD FERRY TFST#: ~F
CONFIGURAnON: NO SCREEN,wrm CONDENSER NECK.
TEST DATE: 411193 TODAY'S DATE: MOI93
DlSTFROM
POINT HUB TRAVL TRAVZ TRAV3 TRAV4 TRAVS TRAV6 TRAV7
# (Inch) (Ps!&) (Ps!&) (Ps!&) (Psi&) (Ps!&) (Ps!I) (Ps!&)
SHROUD 1 1.500 -0.871 -0.780 -0.467 -0.533 -0.709 -0.717 -0.629
2 1.450 3.028 3.127 3.172 2.991 2.835 2.9(f7 2.985
3 1.400 3.420 3.462 3.510 3.489 3.420 3.525 3.441
4 1.350 3.567 3.564 3.6I:f1 3.594 3.573 3.658 3.631
5 1.300 3.585 3.594 3.640 3.631 3.622 3.703 3.667
6 1.250 3.631 3.628 3.652 3.646 3.637 3.m 3.676
7 1.200 3.631 3.640 3.655 3.655 3.649 3.733 3.682
8 1.150 3.637 3.646 3.661 3.661 3.649 3.742 3.685
9 1.100 3.643 3.649 3.661 3.658 3.655 3.742 3.685
10 1.050 3.643 3.652 3.664 3.661 3.652 3.742 3.685
11 1.000 3.643 3.661 3.667 3.658 3.658 3.733 3.685
12 0.950 3.649 3.661 3.670 3.661 3.661 3.730 3.685
13 G.900 3.643 3.664 3.673 3.()()7 3.667 3.733 3.688
14 0.850 3.652 3.()()7 3.676 3.670 3.670 3.730 3.682
15 0.800 3.649 3.667 3.682 3.676 3.673 3.730 3.679
16 0.750 3.649 3.667 3.691 3.682 3.670 3.m 3.670
17 0.700 3.649 3.670 3.691 3.685 3.673 3.m 3.673
18 0.650 3.655 3.673 3.694 3.688 3.673 3.724 3.670
19 0.600 3.658 3.673 3.694 3.691 3.676 3.m 3.670
20 0.550 3.649 3.679 3.697 3.697 3.679 3.724 3.667
21 0.500 3.652 3.676 3.697 3.703 3.676 3.724 3.664
22 0.450 3.652 3.679 3.709 3.703 3.679 3.724 3.664
23 0.400 3.658 3.682 3.715 3.712 3.682 1 3.724 3.670
24 0.350 3.658 3.679 3.712 3.709 3.682 3.m 3.667
25 0.300 3.664 3.676 3.715 3.712 3.682 3.727 3.667
26 0.250 3.667 3.682 3.721 3.718 3.688 3.724 3.667
27 0.200 3.667 3.685 3.724 3.715 3.688 3.727 3.664
28 0.150 3.670 3.694 ' 3.718 3.721 3.685 3.m 3.664
29 0.100 3.667 3.697 3.634 3.718 3.682 3.730 3.664
30 0.050 3.658 3.625 2.844 3.335 3.613 3.703 3.353
HUB 31 0.000 0.893 0.952 1.087 1.065 0.954 0.982 1.008
147
STATIC PRESSURE VALUES FOR TRAVERSE POINTS
'.
HATFIELD FERRY TEST#: SSHF
CONFIGURATION: NO SCREENIWITH CONDENSER NECK
TEST DATE: W9J TODAY'S DATE: S'l0l9J
DIST.
FROM STATIC PRE'SSURE
POINT HUB TRAVl TRAV2 TRAVJ TRAV4 TRAVS TRAV' TRAV7
# (in) (Psi&) (Psi&) (Psi&) (Psi&) (P!li&) <Psi&) (Psi&)
SHROU 1 1.500 -0.871 -0.780 -0.467 -0.533 -0.709 -0.717 -0.629
2 1.450 -0.812 -0.723 -0.416 -0.480 -0.654 -0.660 -0.575
3 1.400 -0.753 -0.665 -0.364 -0.426 -0.599 -0.604 -0.520
4 1.350 -0.694 -0.61J7 -0.312 -0.373 -0.543 -0..547 -0.406
5 1.300 -0.636 -0.549 -0.260 -0.320 -0.488 -0.490 -0.411
6 1.150 -0.577 -0.492 -0.208 -0.267 -0.432 -0.434 -0.357
7 1.200 -0.518 -0.434 -0.157 -0.213 -0.377 -0.377 -0.302
8 1.150 -0.459 /.,0.376 -0.105 -0.160 -0.321 i°.321 -0.247
9 1.100 -0.400 -0.318 -0.053 -0.107 -0.266 -0.264 -0.193
10 1.050 -0.342 -0.261 -0.001 -0.054 -0.210 -0.207 -0.138
11 1.000 -0.283 -0.203 0.051 -0.000 -0.155 -0.151 -0.0&4
12 0.950 -0.224 -0.145 0.103 0.053 -0.100 -0.094 -0.029
13 0.900 -0.165 -0.087 0.154 0.106 -0.044 -0.038 0.025
14 0.850 -0.106 -0.030 0.206 0.160 0.011 0.019 0.080
15 0.800 -0.047 0.028 0.258 0.213 0.067 0.076 0.135
16 0.750 0.011 0.086 0.310 0.266 .0.122 0.132 0.189
17 0.700 0.070 0.144 0.362 0.319 0.178 0.189 0.244
18 0.650 0.129 0.201 0.413 0.373 0.233 0.246 0.298
19 0.600 0.188 0.259 0.405 0.426 0.288 0.302 0.353
20 0.550 0.247 0.317 0.517 0.479 0.344 0.359 O•.ws
21 0.500 0.305 0.375 0.569 0.532 0.399 0.415 0.402
22 0.450 0.364 0.432 0.621 0..586 0.455 0.472 0.517
23 0.400 0.423 0.490 0.673 0.639 0.510 0..529 0.571
24 0.350 0.482 0.548 0.724 0.692 0.566 0.585 0.626
25 0.300 0.541 0.606 0.776 0.740 0.621 0.642 0.680
26 0.250 0..599 0.663 0.828 0.799 0.676 0.698 0.735
27 0.200 0.658 0.721 0.880 0.852 0.732 0.755 0.790
28 0.150 0.717 0.779 0.932 0.905 0.787 . 0.812 0.844
29 0.100 0.776 0.837 0.983 0.959 0.843 0.868 0.899
30 0.050 0.835 0.894 1.035 1.012 0.898 0.925 0.953
HUB 31 0.000 0.893 0.952 1.087 1.065 0.954 0.982 1.008
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FLANGE PRESSURES
(MISSING #9 AND #28) TEST# 55HF
SET 1 SET 2 SET 1 SET 2
POINT PRESS PRESS PRESS PRESS AVE
# (volts) (volts) (Psig) (Psig) (Psig)
1 0.170 0.170 0.085 0.085 0.085
2 0.068 0.066 0.034 0.033 0.034
3 0.017 0.017 0.009 0.009 0.009
4 -0.007 -0.007 -0.004 -0.004 -0.004
5 0.122 0.122 0.061 0.061 0.061
6 0.071 0.070 0.036 0.035 0.035
7 0.088 0.088 0.044 0.044 0.044
8 0.352 0.347 0.176 0.174 0.175
9 -0.146 -0.150 -0.073 -0.075 -0.074
10 -0.216 -0.204 -0.108 -0.102 -0.105
11 -0.196 -0.180 -0.098 -0.090 -0.094
12 -0.305 -0.290 -0.153 -0.145 -0.149
13 -0.285 -0.283 -0.143 -0.142 -0.142
14 -0.154 -0.157 -0.077 -0.079 -0.078
15 0.172 0.173 0.086 0.087 0.086
16 0.036 0.038 0.018 0.019 0.019
17 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.003 0.003
18 0.023 0.020 0.012 0.010 0.011
19 0.066 0.068 0.033 0.034 0.034
20 -0.004 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002
21 0.103 0.102 0.052 0.051 0.051
22 0.073 0.075 0.037 0.038 0.037
23 -0.365 -0.369 -0.183 -0.185 -0.184
24 -0.277 -0.270 -0.139 -0.135 -0.137
25 -0.263 -0.294 -0.132 -0.147 -0.139
26 -0.268 -0.262 -0.134 -0.131 -0.133
27 -0.257 -0.254 -0.129 -0.127 -0.128
28 -0.154 -0.152 -o.on -0.076 -0.on













VENTIJRI INLET PRESSURE (Psig):
DELTA P ACROSS VENTIJRI(in WATE


































0.5588 (FROM STEAM TABLES ATT dry bulb)






MASS FLOW RATE =W =45.285*C*Y*Fa*SQRT(dens*delta P)
W= 6.921 Ibm/sec
NOTE: A CORRECTION FACTOR IS INCLUDED WlTI-I VENTURI INLET PRESSURE
150
10.5 APPENDIX E
BEAVER VALLEY AND HATFIELD FERRY EXHAUST HOOD
TABULATED RESULTS
CALCULATION :METHOD 1: BASED ON THE AVERAGE
TOTAL AND STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
151
TABLE E.l
ORIGINAL BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 1: BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND
STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
MASSFL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HL/LL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
14 0.4647 -0.00114 -0.00140 -0.00108 5.603
15 0.5625 0.03374 0.03365 0.03111 6.825
16 0.6530 0.05180 0.05151 0.04636 8.087
17 0.7528 0.06869 0.06802 0.05916 9.562 HOOD ALONE/
18 0.9956 -0.04225 -0.04269 -0.03354 12.729 WITH SCREEN
19 0.3413 -0.03917 -0.03921 -0.03809 4.148
20 1.0086 -0.03306 -0.03333 -0.02602 12.884
21 0.8764 0.06747 0.06660 0.05517 11.652
22 0.7713 0.08388 0.08284 0.07156 10.096
13 0.7507 0.18211 0.17748 0.15448 10.025
23 0.6367 0.18492 0.18148 0.16417 8.182
24 0.5515 0.12891 0.12765 0.11837 6.862 CONDENSER NECK!
25 0.4310 0.08271 0.08239 0.07867 5.243 WITH SCREEN
26 0.7296 0.18179 0.17744 0.15561 9.596
27 0.8335 0.25774 0.24641 0.20777 11.917
28 0.8013 0.52842 0.48510 0.41426 12.759
29 0.7077 0.39816 0.37870 0.33466 10.089 CONDENSER NECK!
30 0.5999 0.25487 0.24908 0.22783 7.784 NO SCREEN
31 0.6526 0.31745 0.30687 0.27620 8.797
32 0.5168 0.18252 0.18030 0.16874 6.507
33 0.8439 0.41614 0.38621 0.32430 13.350
34 0.7341 0.25234 0.24388 0.21354 10.217 HOOD ALONE/
35 0.6559 0.19198 0.18805 0.16908 8.715 NO SCREEN
36 0.4851 0.07370 0.07328 0.06911 6.014
37 0.6024 0.13549 0.13365 0.12214 7.788




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 1: BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND
STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
MASSFL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HLJLL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
57 0.7843 0.41863 0.39014 0.33471 11.860 MODA
58 0.6398 0.11650 0.11407 0.10299 8.209 ALL TESTS VANE pas. B
59 0.5492 0.05311 0.05221 0.04842 6.833 (ALONG BEARING CONE)
60 0.4352 0.05820 0.05766 0.05498 5.333 HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
61 0.3285 0.06875 0.06847 0.06665 3.998
62 0.7250 0.31177 0.29697 0.26035 10.216 MODA
63 0.6310 0.15042 0.14712 0.13319 8.171 ALL TESTS VANE pas. A
64 0.5576 0.08458 0.08329 0.07706 6.971 (FURTHEST AWAY FROM




66 0.7391 0.29292 0.27943 0.24381 10.267 TESTS 66 & 67 VANE pas. A






69 0.7509 0.28394 0.27201 0.23658 10.325 MODB
70 0.6459 0.12092 0.11878 0.10708 8.112 , TESTS 69-71 & 73 G.V. pas A
71 0.5594 0.05611 0.05551 0.05134 6.820 TEST 72 G.V. pas. B ,
72 0.5657 0.05187 0.05134 0.04741 6.889 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
73 0.3884 0.04571 0.04547 0.04378 4.656 HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
74 0.8525 0.12943 0.12350 0.10309 11.593 MODB
75 0.7814 0.04832 0.04518 0.03879 10.043 ALL TESTS G.V. pas. B
76 0.6493 -0.03398 -0.03570 -0.03212 7.964 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
77 0.5517 -0.03814 -0.03891 -0.03606 6.670 HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
78 0.4130 -0.05815 -0.05858 -0.05613 4.963
79 0.7553 0.24253 0.23251 0.20172 10.250 MODC
80 0.7600 0.21011 0.20204 0.17498 10.205 TESTS 79 & 82 G.V. pas A
81 0.7597 0.19787 0.19043 0.16494 10.128 TESTS 81 & 84 G.V. pas B
82 0.5771 0.07116 0.06944 0.06386 7.086 TESTS 80 & 83 G.V. POO. C
83
- - - - - 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
84
- - - - - HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
MODC
85 0.7769 0.29903 0.28559 0.24612 10.934 TESTS 86 & 87 G.V. pas. C
86 0.7850 0.26046 0.25002 0.21482 10.876 TEST 85 G.V. pas. A
87 0.6031 0.03712 0.03674 0.03357 7.410 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
HOOD ALONE/NO SCREEN




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 1: BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND
f - STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
MASS FL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HL/LL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
BEAVER VALLEY
88 0.7668 0.33758 0.31861 0.27507 10.948 MODC
89 0.6616 0.27708 0.26717 0.23943 8.852 HOOD ALONE/
90 - - - - - WITH SCREEN
91 0.3970 0.26658 0.26358 0.25339 4.888 LOWER HALF OF
92 0.5250 0.27410 0.26833 0.25044 6.686 G.V. REMOVED
BEAVER VALLEY
93 0.8003 0.43050 0.40150 0.34296 12.176 MODC
94 0.7673 0.31919 0.30455 0.26347 10.942 HOOD ALONE/
95 0.6777 0.26726 0.25923 0.23143 9.097 NO SCREEN
96 0.6036 0.26858 0.26177 0.23912 7.913 LOWER HALF OF
G.V. REMOVED
BEAVER VALLEY
97 0.7536 0.56279 0.51893 0.45105 11.869 MODC
98 0.7264 0.42941 0.40510 0.35551 10.653 HOOD ALONE/
99 0.6795 0.29314 0.28280 0.25220 9.264 NO SCREEN
100 0.6244 0.19073 0.18656 0.16929 8.088 UPPER HALF OF
G.V. REMOVED
BEAVER VALLEY
101 0.8200 0.40081 0.37399 0.31691 12.431 MODC
102 0.7526 0.61186 0.55909 0.48561 11.996 HOOD ALONE/
103 0.7079 0.40224 0.38210 0.33757 10.120 NO SCREEN
104 0.6433 0.27722 0.26905 0.24281 8.559 NO BACKPLATE OR




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULAnON METHOD 1: BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND
STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
GUIDE
MASSFL MODEL VANE
TEST # MACH # HLILL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP POSITION
109 0.8232 0.16784 0.16232 0.13734 11.207 HOOD ALONE 4
111 0.8078 0.18639 0.18030 0.15352 11.043 NO SCREEN 2
112 0.8008 0.20384 0.19687 0.16810 11.012 MOD"D" 0
113 0.5154 0.00266 0.00254 0.00238 6.285 WITH ENLARGE 0
114 0.5151 -0.01908 -0.01907 -0.01785 6.255 HEIGHT 4
115 0.7549 0.35170 0.33413 0.29030 10.913 4
116 0.8085 0.18166 0.17592 0.14876 11.076 0
117 0.5126 0.03408 0.03410 0.03195 6.294 0
118 0.5049 0.12878 0.12798 0.12016 6.300 HOOD ALONE 4
119 0.8039 0.44054 0.41012 0.34989 12.457 NO SCREEN 4
121 0.8625 0.25725 0.24462 0.20374 12.568 MOD"D" 2
122 0.8593 0.26672 0.25340 0.21136 12.555 WITH ORIGINAL 0
123 0.7190 0.08227 0.08152 0.07117 9.266 HEIGHT 0
124 0.7196 0.07712 0.07640 0.06724 9.272 2
126 0.6862 0.21196 0.20696 0.18427 9.179 4
127 0.5375 0.05955 0.05937 0.05527 6.619 HOOD ALONE 0
128 0.5408 0.03412 0.03408 0.03169 6.616 NO SCREEN 2
129 0.7181 0.11149 0.11000 0.09687 9.278 MOD"D" 0
130 0.7225 0.09313 0.09216 0.08104 9.279 WITH ORIGINAL 2
131 0.8442 0.28131 0.26726 0.22434 12.260 HEIGHT 0
132 0.8508 0.26148 0.24903 0.20846 12.277 2
133 0.8280 0.33892 0.31936 0.26981 12.351 HOOD ALONE FIXED
134 0.7921 0.25175 0.24191 0.20732 11.149 NO SCREEN FIXED
135 0.7223 0.12646 0.12442 0.10940 9.455 MOD"E" FIXED
136 0.5393 0.00249 0.00276 0.00257 6.599 NO BACK PLATE FIXED




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 1: BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND
STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
GUIDE
MAssFL MODEL VANE
TEST # MACH # HULL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP POSITION
137 0.8723 0.21619 0.20714 0.17186 12.479 HOOD ALONE FIXED
138 0.8369 0.12026 0.11741 0.09883 11.242 NO SCREEN FIXED
139 0.7604 0.02346 0.02322 0.02013 9.590 MOD 'F' FIXED
140 0.5605 -0.07424 -0.07460 -0.06902 6.748 ORIG. BRG. CONE FIXED
141 0.5402 0.00068 0.00086 0.00080 6.584 0
142 0.5410 -0.02605 -0.02594 -0.02412 6.565 HOOD ALONE 2
143 0.5319 0.05111 .- 0.05103 0.04757 6.561 NO SCREEN 4
144 0.7533 0.04929 0.04886 0.04249 9.588 MOO'O' 0
145 0.7637 0.02608 0.02595 0.02247 9.648 WITH BACK PLATE 2
146 0.8686 0.21346 0.20464 0.17005 12.357 0
147 0.8776 0.18311 0.17647 0.14610 12.312 2
148 0.5354 -0.09134 -0.09294 -0.08648 6.400 HOOD ALONE 0
149 0.5400 -0.12785 -0.13012 -0.12092 6.399 WITH SCREEN 2
150 0.6750 -0.08337 -0.08662 -0.07723 8.142 WITH BACK PLATE 0
151 0.6790 -0.10123 -0.10474 -0.09327 8.134 MOD '0' 2
152 0.7998 0.00254 0.00002 0.00002 10.050 HOOD ALONE FIXED
153 0.6650 -0.10247 -0.10503 -0.09404 7.961 WITH SCREEN FIXED
154 0.3804 -0.08436 -0.08467 -0.08167 4.526 WITH BACK PLATE FIXED
155 0.5842 -0.10402 -0.10568 -0.09704 6.948 ORIG. BRG. CONE
156 0.5107 -0.11718 -0.11862 -0.11113 6.054 MOD 'F'




ORIGINAL HATFIELD FERRY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 1: BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND
STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
MASS FL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HULL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
38 0.7584 0.53966 0.49558 0.42882 11.926
39 0.7271 0.16378 0.16026 0.14067 9.723 CONDENSER NECK/
40 0.5827 0.01082 0.01081 0.00994 7.293 WITH SCREEN
41 0.3758 -0.05034 -0.05043 -0.04868 4.587
42 1.1152 -0.20236 -0.21541 -0.15948 12.803
43 0.7426 0.1109 0.10921 0.09533 9.969
44 0.6875 -0.03656 -0.03671 -0.03267 8.625 HOOD ALONE/
45 0.5810 -0.10428 -0.1052 -0.09676 7.090 WITH SCREEN
46 0.4598 -0.13905 -0.14007 -0.13290 5.583
47 0.7934 0.51299 0.47291 0.40509 12.765
48 0.7779 0.26059 0.25048 0.21583 11.046 HOOD ALONE/
49 0.7272 ; 0.02175 0.02169 0.01903 9.255 NO SCREEN
50 0.5793 -0.08864 -0.08913 -0.08203 7.016
51 0.4066 -0.13046 -0.13116 -0.12587 4.887
52 0.7822 0.57245 0.52361 0.45026 12.381
53 0.7718 0.37466 0.35436 0.30606 11.145 . CONDENSER NECK!
54 0.7239 0.14971 0.14702 0.12923 9.414 NO SCREEN
55 0.5768 0.01951 0.01967 0.01811 6.955
56 0.3935 -0.03446 -0.03455 -0.03324 4.674




MODIFIED HATFIELD FERRY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 1: BASED ON AVERAGE TOTAL AND
STATIC PRESSURE IN THE MODEL ANNULUS
MASS FL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HULL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
106 0.7812 0.43751 0.40891 0.35184 11.878 NO SCREEN/
107 0.6991 0.19706 0.19198 0.17010 9.327 HOOD ALONE
108 0.6094 0.11091 0.10962 0.09997 7.687 LOWER HALF OF
G.V. REMOVED
MODA
157 0.7497 0.13254 0.12696 0.11024 9.852 HOOD ALONE/
158 0.6957 -0.00464 -0.00783 -0.00693 8.563 WITH SCREEN
MODC
160 0.7052 -0.01665 -0.01939 -0.01711 8.806 HOOD ALONE/
WITH SCREEN
MODO
161 0.6697 0.07645 0.07337 0.06553 8.591 HOOD ALONE/
WITH SCREEN
MODE
162 0.6991 -0.04087 -0.04356 -0.03852 8.636 HOOD ALONE/
WITH SCREEN




BEAVER VALLEY AND HATFIELD FERRY EXHAUST HOOD
TABULATED RESULTS
CALCULATION METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FLOW
RATE THROUGH THE VENTURI METER
159
TABLE F.l
ORIGINAL BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FWW RATE THROUGI
THE VENTURI METER
MASSFL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HULL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
14 0.4543 0,04318 0.04309 0.04093 5.507
15 0.5553 0.05901 0.05874 0.05442 6.764
16 0.6486 0.06500 0.06455 0.05818 8.056
17 0.7467 0.08452 0.08353 0.07281 9.529 HOOD ALONE/
18 0.7571 0.54062 0,50003 0.43419 12.025 WITH SCREEN
19 0,3300 0.02604 0.02602 0.02532 4.026
20 0.7561 0.59316 0.54456 0.47303 12.166
21 0.7675 0.34860 0.33107 0.28638 11.217
22 0,7650 0.09987 0.09842 0.08521 10,067
13 0.7460 0.19558 0.19032 0.16593 9.998
23 0.6357 0.18831 0.18475 0.16717 8.174
24 0,5408 0.17161 0.16946 0.15760 6.774 CONDENSER NECK!
25 0.4202 0.13699 0,13616 0.13031 5,137 WITH SCREEN
26 0.7136 0.23034 0.22367 0.19726 9.502
27 0.7808 0.41164 0.38646 0.33262 11.678
28 0.8044 0.51804 0.47607 0.40606 12.773
29 0.7109 0.38690 0.36836 0.32517 10.108 CONDENSER NECK!
30 0.6013 0.24965 0.24407 0.22317 7.793 NO SCREEN
31 0.6521 0.31946 0.30875 0.27794 8.790
32 0.5082 0.22054 0.21742 0.20391 6,431
33 0.8417 0.42268 0.39198 0.32943 13.340
34 0.7376 0.24162 0.23378 0.20444 10.237 HOOD ALONE/
35 0.6623 0.17092 0.16774 0.15051 8.757 NO SCREEN
36 0.4800 0.09530 0.09477 0.08950 5.967
37 0.6016 0.13812 0.13640 0.12471 7.781




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULAnON METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGl
THE VENTURI METER
MASS FL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HULL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
57 0.7742 0.45196 0.42218 0.36427 11.804 MODA
58 0.6233 0.17172 0.16887 0.15339 8.088 ALL TESTS VANE POS. B
59 0.5336 0.11211 0.11122 0.10363 6.700 (ALONG BEARING CONE)
60 0.4197 0.13480 0.13400 0.12825 5.181 HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
61 0.3196 0.12792 0.12750 0.12429 3.900
62 0.7124 0.35384 0.33824 0.29842 10.137 MODA
63 0.6187 0.19316 0.18962 0.17247 8.078 ALL TESTS VANE POS. A
64 0.5386 0.15785 0.15605 0.14521 6.813 (FURTHEST AWAY FROM




66 0.7223 0.34772 0.33223 0.29211 10.167 TESTS 66 & 67 VANE POS. A
67 0.5526 0.16295 0.16090 0.14902 7.016 TEST 68 BEGUN AT VANE
68 - - - - - POS. B
HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
69 0.7056 0.43691 0.41366 0.36584 10.055 MODB
70 0.6082 0.25320 0.24732 0.22568 7.842 TESTS 69-71 & 73 G.V. POS A
71 0.5272 0.18136 0.17908 0.16714 6.551 TEST 72 G.V. POS. B
72 0.5295 0.19149 0.18893 0.17623 6.590 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
73 0.3749 0.12015 0.11965 0.11553 4.519 HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
74 0.781 0.31818 0.30304 0.26018 11.297 MODB
75 0.7318 0.17933 0.17506 0.15341 9.795 ALL TESTS G.V. POS. B
76 0.6366 0.00189 0.00189 0.00171 7.797 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
77 0.5263 0.0514 0.05122 0.04781 6.458 HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
78 0.3919 0.04263 0.04256 0.04096 4.756
79 0.7278 0.32838 0.31435 0.27586 10.097 MODC
80 0.7351 0.28491 0.27411 0.23993 10.071 TESTS 79 & 82 G.V. POS A
81 0.7354 0.27006 0.26034 0.22785 9.998 TESTS 81 & 84 G.V. POS B
82 0.5627 0.12311 0.12192 0.11271 6.97 TESTS 80 & 83 G.V. POS. C
83 -
- - - - 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
84 -
- - - - HOOD ALONE/WITH SCREEN
MODC
85 0.7555 0.36568 0.347 0.30148 10.821 TESTS 86 & 87 G.V. POS. C
86 0.7549 0.3517 0.33442 0.29062 10.721 TEST 85 G.V. POS. A
87 0.5793 0.11793 0.11677 0.10745 7.23 6 PARTITIONS IN ANNULUS
HOOD ALONE/NO SCREEN




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EmAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH
THE VENTURI METER
MASSFL MODEL
TEST # MACH # HL/LL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
BEAVER VALLEY
88 0.7304 0.45953 0.43205 0.37879 10.741 MODC
89 0.6413 0.35243 0.33984 0.30697 8.707 HOOD ALONE/
90 - - - - - WITH SCREEN
91 0.3861 0.33674 0.33253 0.32041 4.776 LOWER HALF OF
92 0.5152 0.32022 0.31347 0.29348 6.595 G.V. REMOVED
BEAVER VALLEY
93 0.7648 0.55121 0.50821 0.44005 11.988 MODC
94 0.7347 0.42630 0.40234 0.35221 10.759 HOOD ALONE/
95 0.6554 0.34752 0.33474 0.30101 8.940 NO SCREEN
96 0.5871 0.33591 0.32630 0.29958 7.778 LOWER HALF OF
G.V. REMOVED
BEAVER VALLEY
97 0.7152 0.71754 0.65409 0.57654 11.611 MODC
98 0.6879 0.57799 0.53954 0.48002 10.390 HOOD ALONE/
99 0.6409 0.43970 0.42020 0.37960 8.988 NO SCREEN
100 0.5918 0.31604 0.30739 0.28185 7.833 UPPER HALF OF
G.V. REMOVED
BEAVER VALLEY
101 0.7572 0.61398 0.56183 0.48783 12.102 MODC
102 0.7525 0.61218 0.56095 0.48792 11.994 HOOD ALONE/
103 0.7156 0.37489 0.35724 0.31484 10.168 NO SCREEN
104 0.6463 0.26604 0.25873 0.23333 8.579 NO BACKPLATE OR
105 - - - - - FLOW DIVIDER
G.V. REMOVED




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH
THE VENTURI METER
GUIDE
MASS FL MODEL VANE
TEST # MACH # HLILL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec\ SETUP POSITION
109 0.8203 0.17516 0.17006 0.14415 11.195 HOOD ALONE 4
111 0.8009 0.20453 0.19790 0.16903 11.013 NO SCREEN 2
112 0.7865 0.24307 0.23407 0.20104 10.946 MOD non 0
113 0.4914 0.09767 0.09710 0.09144 6.076 WITH ENLARGE 0
114 0.4960 0.05401 0.05384 0.05064 6.089 HEIGHT 4
115 0.7526 0.35909 0.34121 0.29677 10.899 4
116 0.8155 0.16370 0.15930 0.13528 11.104 0
117 0.4945 0.10738 0.10667 0.10038 6.135 0
118 0.4876 0.20657 0.20404 0.19234 6.144 HOOD ALONE 4
119 0.7874 0.49437 0.45764 0.39290 12.373 NO SCREEN 4
121 0.8516 0.28535 0.27089 0.22675 12.531 MOD non 2
122 0.8496 0.2921 0.27703 0.23208 12.521 WITH ORIGINAL 0
123 0.6996 0.13762 0.13531 0.11992 9.152 HEIGHT 0
124 0.7043 0.12018 0.1184 0.10476 9.183 2
126 0.6675 0.27487 0.26655 0.23876 9.054 4
127 0.5191 0.13212 0.13094 0.12247 6.457 HOOD ALONE 0
128 0.5223 0.10429 0.10355 0.09677 6.457 NO SCREEN 2
129 0.6995 0.16593 0.16259 0.14409 9.169 MOD no" 0
130 0.7068 0.13755 0.13520 0.11952 9.188 WITH ORIGINAL 2
131 0.8378 0.29858 0.28326 0.23844 12.235 HEIGHT 0
132 0.8464 0.27315 0.26005 0.21814 12.260 2
133 0.8389 0.30860 0.29221 0.24586 12.393 HOOD ALONE FIXED
134 0.7908 0.25539 0.24536 0.21038 11.143 NO SCREEN FIXED
135 0.7108 0.15988 0.15668 0.13831 9.387 MoonE" FIXED
136 0.5225 0.06445 0.06416 0.05996 6.453 NO BACK PLATE FIXED




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH
THE VENTURI METER
GUIDE
MASS FL MODEL VANE
TEST # MACH # HLILL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP POSITION
137 0.8705 0.22041 0.21136 0.17554 12.472 HOOD ALONE FIXED
138 0.8279 0.14188 0.13846 0.11701 11.209 NO SCREEN FIXED
139 0.7449 0.06208 0.06155 0.05369 9.512 MOD 'F' FIXED
140 0.5426 -0.01568 -0.01570 -0.D1459 6.606 ORIG. BRG. CONE FIXED
141 0.5227 0.06526 0.06497 0.06071 6.432 0
142 0.5260 0.02721 0.02716 0.02536 6.436 HOOD ALONE 2
143 0.5125 0.12793 0.12686 0.11885 6.392 NO SCREEN 4
144 0.7410 0.08076 0.07987 0.06976 9.525 MOD'D' 0
145 0.7483 0.06422 0.06364 0.05544 9.571 WITH BACK PLATE 2
146 0.8652 0.22165 0.21260 0.17696 12.346 0
147 0.8700 0.20094 0.19342 0.16067 12.288 2
148 0.5158 -0.02501 -0.02505 -0.02345 6.235 HOOD ALONE 0
149 0.5197 -0.06203 -0.06229 -0.05825 6.229 WITH SCREEN 2
150 0.6501 -0.01775 -0.01778 -0.01601 7.984 WITH BACK PLATE 0
151 0.6499 -0.02604 -0.02611 -0.02352 7.951 MOD'D' 2
,
152 0.7425 0.14514 0.14226 0.12419 9.781 HOOD ALONE FIXED
153 0.6410 -0.03939 -0.03955 -0.03573 7.807 WITH SCREEN FIXED
154 0.3701 -0.03430 -0.03434 -0.03319 4.424 WITH BACK PLATE FIXED
155 0.5632 -0.04043 -0.04056 -0.03749 6.787 ORIG. BRG. CONE FIXED
156 0.48e2 -0.03801 -0.0381 -0.03591 5.863 MODF FIXED




ORIGINAL HATFIELD FERRY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION :METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH
THE VENTURI :METER
MASS FL. MODEL
TEST # MACH # Hl/LL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
38 0.7558 0.54933 0.50758 0.44096 11.909
39 0.7382 0.13244 0.13007 0.11372 9.784 CONDENSER NECK!
40 0.5841 0.00639 0.00639 0.00587 7.301 WITH SCREEN
41 0.3775 -0.05827
-0.05839 -0.05636 4.601
42 0.7807 0.46219 0.43055 0.37059 12.358
43 0.7678 0.04630 0.04598 0.03977 10.098
44 0.6906
-0.04444 -0.04467 -0.03971 8.641 HOOD ALONE/
45 0.5805 -0.10283
-0.10372 -0.09541 7.084 WITH SCREEN
46 0.4617 -0.14600
-0.14714 -0.13954 5.600
47 0.8074 0.46666 0.43224 0.36825 12.835
48 0.7813 0.25078 0.24133 0.20768 11.061 HOOD ALONE/
49 0.7250 0.02740 0.02730 0.02398 9.242 NO SCREEN
50 0.5710




52 0.8041 0.49726 0.45857 0.39119 11.492
53 0.7804 0.34785 0.32981 0.28391 11.187 CONDENSER NECK!
54 0.7246 0.14765 0.14481 0.12723 9.416 NO SCREEN
55 0.5723 0.03458 0.03448 0.03179 6.921
56 0.3920
-0.02704 -0.02707 -0.02605 4.659




MODIFIED HATFIELD FERRY EXHAUST HOOD SUMMARY
CALULATION METHOD 2: BASED ON THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH
THE VENTURI METER
MASS FL. MODEL
TEST # MACH # HL/LL Cp1* Cp2** (Ibm/sec) SETUP
106 0.7966 0.38859 0.36522 0.31246 11.957 NO SCREEN/
107 0.7022 0.18765 0.18335 0.16234 9.347 HOOD ALONE
108 0.6102 0.10832 0.10723 0.09779 7.692 LOWER HALF OF
G.V. REMOVED
MODA
157 0.7687 0.08302 0.08201 0.07091 9.946 HOOD ALONE/
158 0.7067 -0.03268 -0.03281 -0.02901 8.625 WITH SCREEN
MODC
160 0.6943 0.01163 0.01162 0.01031 8.741 HOOD ALONE/
WITH SCREEN
MODD
161 0.6761 0.05776 0.05738 0.05126 8.631 HOOD ALONE/
WITH SCREEN
MODE
162 0.6924 -0.02380 -0.02387 -0.02120 8.596 HOOD ALONE/
WITH SCREEN




MODIFIED BEAVER VALLEY EXHAUST HOOD RESULTS
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Figure G.l: Comparison of the hood loss curves of BV Modification A with that of
the original Beaver Valley hood
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Figure G.2: Comparison of the hood loss curves of BV Modification Al with that of
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Figure G.3: Comparison of the hood loss curves of BV Modification B with that of
the original Beaver Valley hood
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Figure G.4: Comparison of the hood loss curves of BV Modification C with that of
the original Beaver Valley hood
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Figure G.5: Comparison of the hood loss curves of BV Modification D (with
increased height) with that of the original Beaver Valley hood
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Figure G.6: Comparison of the hood loss curves of BV Modification D (with
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Figure G.7: Comparison of the hood loss curves of BV Modification E with that of




CIRCUMFERENTIAL VARIATION OF THE LOCAL
NONDIMENSIONAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT FOR BEAVER
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Figure H.I: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coethcient for one
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Figure H.2: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for one
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Figure H.3: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for one
test of the original Beaver Valley hood without screen, hood alone (MAN = 0.480)
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Figure H.4: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for one
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Figure H.5: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a 51
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Figure H.6: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a 51
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Figure H.7: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coethclent for a Et
of the original Beaver Valley hood without screen, with condenser neck (MAN =0.508)
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Figure H. 8: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a test
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Figure H.9: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coeft1cient for a test
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Figure H.10: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a test
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Figure H.ll: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a test
of the original Hatfield Ferry hood without screen, hood alone (MAN = 0.397)
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Figure H.12: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a test
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Figure H.13: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficierit' for a test
of the original Hatfield Ferry hood with screen, with condenser neck (MAN = 0.378)
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Figure H.14: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient a one test
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Figure H.15: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefticient a one test
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Figure H.16: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a test
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Figure H.17: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a test
of BV Modification F, hood alone, with screen, (MAN = 0.370)
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Figure H.18: Circumferential variation of the local dimensionless pressure coefficient for a test
of BV Modification F, hood alone, with screen, (MAN = 0.7425)
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Figure 1.1: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 1
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Figure 1.2: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 2
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Figure 1.3: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
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Figure 1.4: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 4
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Figure 1.5: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 5
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Figure 1.6: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 6
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Figure 1.7: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 7
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Figure 1.8: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
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Figure 1.9: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, without screen - traverse 2
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Figure 1.10: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood





alone, without screen - traverse 4
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Figure 1.12: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
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Figure 1.13: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
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Figure 1.14: Total pressure distribution for the original Beaver Valley model, hood
alone, without screen - traverse 7
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Figure 1.15: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
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Figure 1.16: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
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Figure 1.17: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
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Figure 1.18: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 4
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Figure 1.19: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
alone, with screen - traverse 5
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Figure 1.20: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
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Figure 1.21: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
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Figure 1.22: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
alone, without screen - traverse 1
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Figure 1.23: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
alone, without screen - traverse 2
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Figure 1.24: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
alone, without screen - traverse 3
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Figure 1.25: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield
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Figure 1.26: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
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Figure 1.27: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield
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Figure 1.28: Total pressure distribution for the original Hatfield Ferry model, hood
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Figure 1.29: Total pressure distribution for BV Modification F, hood alone, with
screen - traverse 1
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Figure 1.30: Total pressure distribution for BV Modification F, hood alone, with
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Figure 1.31: Total pressure distribution for BV Modification F, hood alone, with
screen - traverse 7
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Figure 1.32: Total pressure distribution for BV Modification F, hood alone, without
screen - traverse 1
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Figure 1.33: Total pressure distribution for BV Modification F, hood alone, without
screen - traverse 3
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Figure 1. 34: Total pressure distribution for BV Modification F, hood alone, without
screen - traverse 7
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